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ABSTRACT

This thesis reports on a study of holistic, analytic, and linguistic measures of

second language writing placement tests. The purpose of this study was two-fold. First,

it attempted to determine whether holistic or analytic rating scales are more appropriate

for the assessment of graduate student writing placement tests administered by the

English Language Institute at the University of Hawai'i. Second, it examined linguistic

features of the writing samples to determine whether a linguistic model could be created

to predict placement, and if so, to what extent those features could be incorporated into a

more appropriate rating scale. The results revealed that the analytic scale used in this

study was seemingly more reliable than the holistic scale, but that it had weaknesses of

its own. The results also revealed that accuracy, fluency and lexical measures of the

writing samples exhibited statistically significant differences among rater scores, while

complexity measures did not. This paper therefore concludes that an analytic rating scale

that contains criteria and descriptors that focus on the three linguistic features mentioned

above would be most suitable for assessing ELI writing placement tests.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Introduction to the Study

In this era of globalization, the English language (rightly or wrongly) is

solidifying its position as the lingua franca for international communication. In domains

as varied as sports, entertainment, business, politics, and science, English is expanding its

reach across the globe. With this increased pervasiveness, so too is there a rise in the

demand for English language education. To satisfy this demand, institutions the world

over are increasing the breadth and depth of English education they offer to non-native

speakers of English (NNSEs). Unfortunately, in a world with limited resources, these

same institutions cannot offer the individual guidance and attention NNSEs need to

achieve their English language potential in as efficient a manner as possible. Instead, to

find an equitable compromise between resource constraints and student needs,

institutions often group students with theoretically similar levels ofproficiency and teach

them en masse, basing their grouping decisions on the assumption that learners of similar

proficiency will have similar linguistic needs. Given the face validity of such an

assumption, the question then becomes, how do we know a group of students is actually

at a similar level of proficiency? Enter the world of proficiency assessment.

From the tiniest language institutes to the largest universities, the use of

proficiency tests is ubiquitous in foreign language education. One need look no further

than the testing powerhouse Educational Testing Service (ETS) to see just how

widespread and influential proficiency assessment has become. Indeed, ETS's Test of
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English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) is the standard for determining whether

international students can meet the linguistic rigors ofthe u.s. university to which they

are applying. The assessment does not stop there for many of these would-be students,

however, since a certain band of TOEFL scores may gain them entrance to a university,

but still require them to take institute-specific language proficiency tests to determine

what supplemental English education they need (if any) to achieve success in their

departmental studies. To this end, universities often administer skill-specific proficiency

tests to make placement decisions. Of these tests, the writing component is a particularly

important one because much college-level academic work in U.S. universities involves

writing. In fact, in most fields at the graduate level, writing is the cornerstone around

which academic achievement is built. As a result, how U.S. universities can best assess

the English writing proficiency of their NNSE population is a critical issue. It is also the

focus of this study, which investigates the relationship between linguistic analyses and

both holistic and analytic ratings ofwriting quality.

This thesis is organized as follows. In the remainder of Chapter I, the construct

of second, language (L2) writing proficiency is explored, along with various means of

measuring the construct. In Chapter 2, the methods used to investigate the L2 writing

placement decisions of the English Language Institute (ELI) at the University of Hawai'i

are explored. Chapter 3 presents the results of this study, while Chapter 4 offers a

discussion of the findings and their implications. Finally, in Chapter 5, conclusions are

presented, along with the limitations of this study and suggestions for future research.
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1.2. The Construct ofL2 Writing Proficiency

At the heart of all second language (L2) writing assessment is how the raters of

writing define the construct writing proficiency within a particular context (Hamp-Lyons,

1991a). To understand the nature of this construct, several important elements of writing

must be considered. One of these elements is an understanding that although first

language (Ll) and L2 writing share many common characteristics, they also differ in

many respects. For example, Silva (1993) examined 72 reports of empirical research

comparing L1 and L2 writing and found that, while the sequence of writing behaviors

was similar between Ll and L2 writers, the planning, transcribing, and reviewing patterns

ofL1 and L2 writers differed in terms of content. Specifically, the L2 writers did less

planning and reviewing, instead spending more time referring back to the outline or

prompt. Moreover, studies found that the L2 writers' texts were generally less fluent and

accurate, and thus, judged to be "less effective" overall by native speakers of English

(NSEs).

While none of the above findings is surprising, it is interesting to note that Silva

(1993) found that at the discourse level, the organizational patterns, argument structures,

and narrative structures ofNSE and NNSE texts also seemed to differ, which confirms

previous claims that language typology and cultural differences impact both process and

product in L2 writing (Ballard & Clanchy, 1991; Basham & Kwachka, 1991; Carlson &

Bridgeman, 1986; Connor, 1987; Friedlander, 1990; Kaplan, 1987; McClure, 1991; Reid,

1984). For example, Kaplan (1966) found that NSEs write linearly, Semitic language

speakers write in parallel, Asian language speakers write indirectly, and Romance
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language speakers write digressively. He also found that NNSEs across language

families offered less support for their arguments (both in detail and explicitness) than did

the NSEs. Finally, in terms of narratives, trends among L2 writers included more use of

the first person singular and less explicit reference to scenes integral to the narrative.

Of course, the question of how much these differences were simply a result of

lower English writing proficiency remains. Nevertheless, it seems clear that differences

in writing conventions across language families do exist. Hence, while such differences

should not induce test raters to hold NNSE writers to different standards than those that

will be expected of them by their departments, they should at least be cognizant of the

differences. In other words, while "the basic principles of writing assessment are the

same for both L1 and L2 contexts ... there are some special aspects of second language

writing assessment that require close attention" (Hamp-Lyons, 1991b, p. 3). Without

such attention, a potential bias in the assessment process may surface.

The above concern deserves even more attention in light of Cumming's (1989)

findings regarding the interaction ofLl writing expertise and overall L2 proficiency, and

how these two factors impact L2 writing performance. In an experiment involving 23

French L1 participants at three levels of L1 writing expertise and two levels of overall L2

proficiency, Cumming examined the quality of texts produced based on three criteria

(content, discourse, and language use). Unsurprisingly, he found that participants with

both a high level ofLl writing expertise and overall high L2 proficiency consistently

received higher scores than those students who had lower L1 writing expertise and/or L2

proficiency. Interestingly, however, the results of his multivariate analyses revealed that,
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while Ll writing expertise and overall L2 proficiency accounted for much ofthe variance

(writing expertise: F(2, 16) = 25.1,p < .0001; and L2 proficiency: F(I, 16) = 53.8,p <

.0001), they accounted for distinctly separate portions of the variance (interaction: F(2,

16) = .2,p = ns). In other words, while both factors correlated significantly with L2

writing performance, they did so independently of each other. While a regression

analysis would have been better suited for making this determination, these findings

nevertheless seem to indicate that both writing expertise and overall L2 proficiency are

important but independent factors in predicting L2 writing proficiency. Thus, they

should be treated separately in terms of further development. Moreover, and perhaps of

even greater import to L2 writing assessment specifically, is Cumming's (1989) argument

that:

An analytic rating scheme of the kind widely used to assess students'

compositions in their second language has been shown to assess two distinct

aspects of students' abilities: their writing expertise and their second-language

proficiency. This fact has profound implications for educational and instructional

policy, especially where admissions, grades, or credits are granted on the basis of

such assessments. It is vital for people and institutions using such measures to be

aware of their dual nature - not to claim that such measures test either language

proficiency or writing expertise alone (p. 128).

As a result, while such a conclusion must be recognized for its limited generalizability

due to the small-scale nature of Cumming's (1989) study, coupled with his similar

findings in a subsequent study (Cumming, 1990), there is now at least some empirical
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evidence to suggest that raters of L2 texts should be aware of the distinction between

writing expertise and general L2 proficiency. Otherwise, those test takers who have yet to

achieve an adequate level of L2 proficiency but are expert writers in their L 1 may

mistakenly be placed into an academic writing course whose united objective is L2

development but whose realized objective is actually the development of writing

expertise.

Aside from identifying distinctions between L1 and L2 writing, another element

of writing proficiency that warrants consideration is the fact that different people view

the construct in different ways. As Jacobs, Zingraf, Wormuth, Hartfiel, and Hughey

(1981) surmised, "Readers do not always agree on the qualities that are important in

student writing. What may be a critical determinant of excellence for one reader may be

relatively unimportant to another" (p. 26). Put another way, performance that is

considered proficient by one person may not be considered proficient by another.

One of the earliest pieces of evidence to support this concept of rater differences

comes from a study by Diederich, French, and Carlton (1961). In an analysis of the

holistic scores of 53 raters of varying backgrounds who were asked to rate a set of

(English Ll) freshman compositions, they found that raters seem to orient themselves

toward one of five foci - idea development, grammar, organization and analysis,

wording/phrasing, or creativity/originality - and that these five orientations together

accounted for 43% of the variance found in the composition ratings. Much later,

Vaughan (1991) found similar differences in rater orientation. In a study of nine raters

with similar holistic assessment training, Vaughan also discovered a total of five
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(different) orientations, ranging from those who had based their assessments solely on

first impressions to another who had made grammar hislher sole focus. Still other raters

chose to focus on two aspects, but the two aspects they had chosen were not the same. In

short, what these findings and others (see, e.g., Cumming, 2001; Cumming, Kantor, and

Powers, 2002; Janopoulos, 1992, 1995) seem to indicate is that rater views of writing

proficiency may not only differ, but differ widely. Nevertheless, perhaps more important

than identifying these differences is determining whether they have a meaningful impact

on the outcome of overall rater scores. In other words, despite having differing opinions

on what constitutes writing proficiency, do these differences lead to different overall

assessments?

To answer this question, Brown (1991) conducted a study involving facuIty

members of the Departments ofESL and English at the University of Hawai'i. With six

members of each department rating 112 first-year college English compositions (56 NSE

compositions and 56 NNSE compositions) using a 6-point holistic rating scale, Brown

discovered that the two groups differed in rater orientation. For example, of the six

features considered for best and worst feature of each essay (cohesion, content,

mechanics, organization, syntax, and vocabulary), members of the ESL faculty chose

organization as the best feature twice as often as the English faculty (29.0% to 14.3%),

but cohesion only half as often (11.6% to 24.6%). On the other hand, members of the

English faculty cited syntax as the best feature five times more often than the ESL faculty

(12.9% and 2.7%), as well as citing mechanics as the worst feature nearly three times as

often (12.5% to 4.5%). In other words, these statistically significant findings do indeed
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suggest that faculty members view the construct writing proficiency differently,

depending on their background, training, and experience. In this case, for example,

faculty members of the English department placed more value on grammatical and

mechanical accuracy than did members of the ESL department. Nevertheless, Brown

(1991) did not find a statistically significant difference between the two departments in

terms of their overall mean scores. As such, one could argue that such rater differences

are of little concern when it comes to assessing writing proficiency, provided that the

raters reach the same conclusion. Unfortunately, this is not always the case.

In a study similar to that of Brown (1991), Sweedler-Brown (1993) found that

raters with L1 writing composition experience but no ESL training focused almost

exclusively on sentence-level errors while rating the exit exam essays ofNNSEs, which

perhaps is not unexpected considering their area of expertise (i.e., the English language).

Nevertheless, while having a grammatical orientation toward rating is not a problem per

se, what is problematic is the fact that the raters in Sweedler-Brown's study had used a

holistic rating scale of their own design, one that consisted of criteria that implied

rhetorical competence was at least as (if not more) important than grammatical accuracy

in determining the level of writing proficiency. As a result, she found that an alarming

number of ESL students were failing the department's exit exam despite the fact that

many had written well-developed essays (i.e., a negative halo effect had appeared, where

other aspects of the raters' judgments had been unduly influenced by one particularly

salient aspect ofthe writing, namely sentence-level errors).
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Although the findings ofSweedler-Brown's (1993) study may not be

generalizable due to the study's limited scope, they do highlight the potential danger of

inadequately addressing rater orientations. In other words, while differing orientations

toward writing proficiency are not necessarily cause for concern, if such orientations

create a negative halo effect that leads to results that do not accurately assess the

construct being measured, then they are cause for concern. Not only will they threaten

the validity of the assessment measure, but they will also harm those most directly

impacted by the biased ratings, namely the NNSE students who are placed into

inappropriate courses. As a result, having assessment teams that are not only aware of

LI-L2 differences in writing, but also of their own potential biases, is essential to

developing a sound assessment process.

In summary, there are at least three obstacles in defining the construct writing

proficiency. First, raters must be educated on the distinctions between L1 and L2 writing

so that they recognize that LI writing proficiency does not necessarily equate to L2

writing proficiency. Second, they must understand that LI writing expertise and general

L2 proficiency seem to be distinct in their contributions to L2 writing proficiency.

Finally, they must be made aware of their own biases with respect to rater orientation to

ensure that differing orientations do not lead to differing proficiency assessments. With

sufficient guidance and training, however, raters can overcome these obstacles and arrive

at a general consensus on what constitutes writing proficiency, at least within the context

of a particular institution. With the nature of the construct resolved, the question then

becomes: What instrument can best measure the construct, however it is defined?
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1.3. The Use of Writing Placement Tests as Measures ofL2 Writing Proficiency

To clarify the nature of performance assessment, McNamara (1996) identified

five elements that interact with each other to generate a rating score - the candidate, the

instrument, the performance, the rater, and the rating scale. The central goal of test

developers then is to determine how they can optimize each element to ensure that the

resulting interaction leads to an accurate assessment of the construct they are attempting

to measure. Fortunately, the burden of this task does not fall on the developers alone, as

test takers are largely responsible for themselves (as candidates), as well as their own test

performance. The remaining three components, however, are the domain of test

designers, and thus need to be addressed. To this end, testers have two primary concerns

with respect to these elements - reliability and validity (Henning, 1991). That said, while

it is well-established in testing circles that a measure cannot be valid without first being

reliable, forsaking validity in the pursuit of a high level of reliability is equally

undesirable (Hamp-Lyons & Kroll, 1996). This fact is nowhere more true than in large

scale performance intake assessment because of its high~stakes nature.

As mentioned in the introduction, large-scale assessment can act not only as a

gate-keeper by determining which students can enter which universities, but it can also

act as a gatekeeper by determining which students will have to attend the university's

English Language Program (ELP). The latter decision is high-stakes in its own right,

because it impacts not only the amount of time international students must spend earning

their degree, but also their expenses in the form of additional tuition, textbooks, and room

and board. As a result, while ELPs undoubtedly help many NNSEs achieve their
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academic goals - goals that might otherwise be impossible to achieve - they nevertheless

have a responsibility to administer valid placement exams.

With respect to writing placement in particular, Horowitz (1991), among others

(e.g., Camp, 1993, 1996; Elbow, 1996; Johns, 1991; White, 1986), argues that designing

a valid writing placement test is an elusive goal because the assumption of a common

core of academic writing ability is questionable. In fact, according to him, there are three

contradictions inherent in academic writing placement exams, two of which relate to the

writing tasks they normally employ. The first is that academic writing requires

demonstration of both writing proficiency and achievement, whereas writing placement

exams typically only require demonstration of proficiency; the second is that most

writing assessments do not require writers to place their work into an academic context,

whereas submissions for courses often have such a requirement (p. 77). Among others

(e.g., Leki & Carson, 1997; Tedick, 1990), Hamp-Lyons (1991c) echoes Horowitz's

concerns, stating that "It is clearly very difficult to shape writing assessments to give

each writer an equal opportunity of showing her best writing performance" (p. 87).

Despite the legitimacy of such concerns, the importance of authenticity with

respect to test task is open for debate. Certainly, being able to administer writing tasks

that accurately reflect the type of writing students will do in their own coursework would

be ideal. However, other elements of placement testing cannot be forsaken at the expense

of achieving task authenticity. As Bachman and Palmer (1996) explain, "the most

important consideration in designing and developing a language test.. .is its usefulness"

(p. 17). More specifically, they claim that maximizing the overall usefulness of the test
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takes precedence over its individual qualities like authenticity and impact, and that these

qualities should be evaluated in terms of their combined effect rather than independently

(p. 18). As such, while Horowitz (1991) expresses legitimate concerns regarding the

validity ofplacement test instruments, one could argue that such criticisms are less

critical in light of resource constraints. In other words:

Practicality is a key limitation for writing assessment for two important reasons.

First, while in an ideal world we would want to collect as many different writing

samples as possible from test takers to sample the domain adequately, the nature

of writing limits the number of tasks that can be accomplished in a limited time.

Second, the scoring of writing tasks is time-consuming and labor intensive, and

practicality concerns may make certain scoring procedures unfeasible (Weigle,

2002, p. 56).

In sum, no matter how "inherently invalid" placement instruments may seem to

Horowitz (1991), the fact remains that universities are confronted with the need to

administer placement exams, often to hundreds of students within a short period of time

and on a limited budget. He indirectly acknowledges this reality, too, when he qualifies

his earlier criticisms by stating that: " good testing sense, coupled with an awareness of

the dimensions of academic writing, dictates that large-scale assessments be seen only

as the initial stage in the assessment process" (pp. 77-8). Fortunately, good placement

tests are just that - only the initial stage in the overall intake assessment process.

One other contradiction inherent to writing placement tests, according to

Horowitz (1991), is the fact that raters do not evaluate texts in the same manner as
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subject specialists. Like his other two criticisms, this one is seemingly legitimate, and

even has some support in the literature, as cited earlier (Le., Brown, 1991; c.f., Carlisle &

McKenna, 1991; Vann, Lorenz, & Meyer, 1991). Nevertheless, test developers can

minimize this potential concern by providing their raters with a focused writing

placement tool. In other words, while testers rarely have the luxury of choosing who

their raters will be, they can neutralize inherent rater differences through the use of a

well-developed, explicitly defined rating scale.

Evidence to support this claim can be found in a study by Santos (1988), where

she asked 178 professors (96 in the humanities/social sciences, 82 in the physical

sciences) at UCLA to rate two ESL compositions using six lO-point scales (three

rhetorically-based and three linguistically-based). Her results showed that, in contrast to

the findings of Sweedler-Brown (1993), her raters focused on both language and content

during their assessments. Moreover, they rated the content lower than the language,

which suggests that they were more tolerant of grammatical inaccuracy than they were of

poorly developed ideas, which concurs with the findings of some earlier studies (e.g.,

Kaczmarek, 1980; Mendelsohn and Cumming, 1987; c.f., O'Loughlin, 1994).

Santos' findings are important for two reasons. First, they offer support for

Horowitz's (1991) claim that subject specialists do indeed rate essays differently than

ESL raters. However, they also indicate that the use of an analytic rating scale, which

dissects the text into separate components, can help shape the way in which raters orient

themselves to the text. Therefore, while in one respect Santos' (1988) findings reinforce

Horowitz's (1991) claim, they also lend credence to the claim that raters of all
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orientations can be trained to rate proficiency tests in a way that is not only reliable, but

also accurately reflects the construct being measured.

In short, while writing placement tests may be imperfect measures of writing

proficiency, they are nonetheless an essential tool in second language assessment.

Moreover, if designed with their inherent limitations in mind, they can be an integral part

of the assessment process.

1.4. Writing Assessment Rating Scales

1.4.1. Introduction to Rating Scales

Aside from the placement test and its raters, another important component of the

placement process is the type of rating scale employed. Although many other rating

scales exist such as primary trait scales (Lloyd-Jones, 1977) and multiple-trait scales

(Hamp-Lyons, 1990; Hamp-Lyons & Henning, 1991), the two most dominant in second

language writing assessment are holistic scales and analytic scales. In brief, holistic

scales are designed to yield a single score that reflects the overall impression of the rater,

whereas analytic scales decompose the text into several components, which are then rated

individually. J One example of a holistic scale is the "Writing Hallmarks" rubric used by

the English Language Institute (ELI) at the University of Hawai'i (UH), which is

designed to assist the level placement of international students who must take the writing

placement test (see Figure 1).

I For a more complete treatment of the development of holistic and analytic scales, see
Myers (1980) and Jacobs, et al. (1981), respectively.
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Content Orl!anizatlon Vocabularv Grammar Fluency

Exempt Paper shows evidence of Paper is: Paper has: Paper has: Amount ofwriting 4:
Shows high proficiency • Clear pointlargwnent • Cohesive • Wide variety ofvocabulary o Some errors, but none that o Suitable for level of
in L2, knowledge and • Complexity of thought! ' • Well-developed • Appropriate use of idioms interfere with analysis and/or
control ofacademic analysis • Unique (not formulaic) o Few problems with comprehension amount oftime
writing genres/ I • Insight on the topic, rather than o Marked by clear transitions, collocations o Complex sentence provided to write the
conventions common mere description appropriate use of • Few problems with word structure (e.g., complex paper
in US universities. • Ample supporting evidence, transitional phrases choice coordination,

detail, and examples subordination, embedded
o Command ofrhetoric, evidence questions, etc.)

ofwriting style

ELI 83 Paper shows evidence of Paper is: Paper has: Paper has: Amount ofwriting is:
Shows some knowledge • Clear, developed argument, but • Cohesive • Varied vocabulary o Several errors (e.g" o Suitable for levelof
and control of may be simplistic o Somewhat formulaic (e.g. 5- o Some problems with tense/aspect, word form, analysis and/or
academic writing; o Sonie insight on the topic, but para essay format) collocations articles, pre-positions), but amount oftime
needs to develop L2 may lack depth • Marked by appropriate • Some problems with word typically do not interfere provided to write the
proficiency, writing • Effective support, but transitions, with some choice with comprehension paper
ability. and/or evidence and examples may be misuse/overuse of .• Some correct complex
awareness of general or vague transitional phrases sentence structure;
genres/conventions evidence ofother
common in US (incorrect) attempts
universities.

ELI 73 Paper shows evidence of: Paper is: Paper has: Paper has: Amount ofwriting is:
Needs to develop L2 • Undeveloped or unclear • Not cohesive • Notably Iitnited vocabulary • Numerous errors that o Unsuitable for level
proficiency; notable argument • Fonnulaic (e.g., 5.para o Repetition!overuse ofcertain typical1y interfere with ofanalysis arid/or
unfamiliarity with and • Simple topic description! essay fonnat), or lacking lexical items comprehension amount oftime
general lack ofcontrol restatement, but with little organization • Numerous problems with o General lack of sentence provided to write
ofacademic writing; insight • Marked by absence ofclear word choice, complexity paper
would benefitfrom at o A general lack ofsupporting transitions between ideas, or • Incorrect collocations
least twn semesters of evidence, detail, examples simple sentence-level
ELI writing • Redundancy ofideas, transitions used at paragraph
instruction. argumentation level (e.g., first, next, then)
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In contrast, the ESL Composition PROFILE is an analytic scale developed by

Jacobs, et al. (1981).

STUDENT

":, ' ',' ·";':'>:":;~~:;,·,'!·:~~{~?f\~:;:'-}!·.: ...~/:-~:··:.::':';:'.~'::'<':' ,"
ESLCOM~(J_ •••ONm~FltE

DAt~ TOme

SCQRE LEVEL· .. tRlttRlA ...:.. ... C<?MM£NTS

9-7

9-7

10-5

26-22

30-27

20-18

21-17

13-10

20-18

21-16

25-22

17-14

16-13

17-14

13-10

17-11

EXCELLENT TO VERY GOOD: knowledgeable 0 substantive 0 thorough
development of thesis _ relevant to assigned topic

GOOD TO AVERAGE: some knowledge of subject 0 adequate range 0

limited development of thesis 0 mostly relevant to topic, but lacks detail

FAIR TO POOR: limited knowledge of subject 0 linle substance 0 inade
quate development of topic

VERY POOR: does not show knowledge of subject 0 non-substantive 0 not
pertinent 0 OR not enough to evaluate

----
EXCELLENT TO VERY GOOD: flutnt expression 0 ideas clearly stated/
supported 0 succinct 0 well-organized 0 logical sequencing 0 cohesive

GOOD TO AVERAGE, somewhat choppy 0 loosely organized but main
ideas stand out 0 limited support 0 logical but incomplete sequencing

FAtR TO POOR: non-fluent 0 ideas confused or disconnected 0 lacks
logical sequencing and development'

VERY POOR: does not communiqte 0 no organization 0 OR nol enough
to evaluate

----c-
EXCELLENT TO VERY GOOD: sophisticated range 0 effective word/idiom
choice and usage 0 word form mastery 0 appropriate register

GOOD TO AVERAGE: adequate range - occasional errors of word/idiom
form, choice, usage but meaning not obscured

FAIR TO POOR: limited range 0 frequent errors of word/idiom form,
choice, usage 0 meaning confused or obscured

VERY POOR: essentially translation _ little knowledge of English vocabu
lary, idioms, word form 0 OR not enough to evaluate

----
EXCELLENT TO VERY GOClD: effective complex constructions 0 few
errors of agreement, tense, number, word order/function, articles, pro-
nouns, prepositions

GOOD TO AVERAGE: effective but simple constructions 0 minor prob
lems in complex constructions 0 several errors of agree.ment, tense,
number, word order/function, articles, pronouns, prepositions hut mean
ing seldom obscured

FAIR TO POOR: major problems in simple/complex constructions 
frequent errors of negation, agreement, tense, number, word order/func
tion, articles, pronouns, prepositions and/or fragments, run-ons, deletions
o meaning confused or obscured

VERY POOR: virtually "0 mastery of sentence construction rules. domi
nated by errors _ does not communicate - OR not enough to evaluate

z
o

~
Z
<
~o

....z·
~z
8

5

4

2

EXCELLENT TO VERY GOOD: demonstrates mastery of conyentions 
few errors of spelling, punctuation, capitalization, paragraphing

GOOD TO AVERAGE: occasional errors of spelling, punctuation, capitali
zation, paragraphing but meaning not obscured

FAIR TO POOR: frequent errorsof spelling, punctuation, capitalization,
paragraphing 0 poor handwriting 0 meaning confused or obscured

VERY POOR: no mastery of conventions 0 dominated by errors of spell
ing, punctuation, capitalization, paragraphing 0 handwriting illegible 0

OR not enough to evaluate
._---

TOTAL SCORE READER COMMENTS

Copyright (01981 by Newbury House Publishers, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Interestingly, as revealed by a comparison of the criteria and descriptors of the

two scales in Figures 1 and 2, both include nearly identical features of writing (i.e.,

content, organization, vocabulary, grammar, fluency, and mechanics). However, as

mentioned, the holistic scale forces raters to decide placement level by arriving at a single

"holistic" score that encapsulates all five criteria, while the analytic scale forces raters to

assign individual scores to each criterion, with the sum of those scores determining

placement. This philosophical difference in approach to assessing writing has been a

matter of debate in the literature (e.g., Brown, 1981; Charney, 1984; Hamp-Lyons,

1991d; Huot, 1990, 1993, 1996; Janopoulos, 1993; Smith, 1993; White, 1984, 1985,

1990, 1993), and will be discussed in the following section.

1.4.2. Holistic vs. Analytic Rating Scales

As intimated earlier, both holistic and analytic scales have a range of strengths

and weaknesses relative to each other. To illustrate a comparison of the two, Weigle

(2002) analyzed each of Bachman and Palmer's (1996) criteria of assessment scale

usefulness. For example, in terms ofthe criterion reliability, she explained that analytic

scales are typically more reliable than holistic scales. This should not imply, however,

that holistic scales are inherently unreliable (Cooper, 1977; Homburg, 1984; Tyndall and

Kenyon, 1996), nor that analytic scales are inherently reliable (Perkins, 1983), since rater

training improves reliability, regardless of scale (Weigle, 1994). However, as Brown

(1991) demonstrated, even when holistic scores are found to be reliable, raters may have

arrived at their scores for different reasons, so their validity is in question.
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With respect to validity, Weigle (2002) claims that holistic scales are somewhat

weak because they assume that all components of writing ability develop at the same rate

and can thus be represented by a single score. Moreover, holistic scores tend to correlate

highly with irrelevant factors such as handwriting, or as shown in Sweedler-Brown's

(1993) study, sentence-level errors. On the other hand, analytic scales have the

advantage of more accurately identifying exactly what strengths and weaknesses an

individual writer possesses, which not only helps determine an overall level of

proficiency, but also serves as useful information for the student's writing teacher.

A third criterion of usefulness is impact (who is affected by the assessment

process). Here, Weigle (2002) states that holistic scales are again at a disadvantage

because the scores they generate may mask an unbalanced writing profile, which in turn

could lead to faulty placement. In other words, a student may be placed into a course

erroneously due to a holistic score that fails to identify a notable weakness that is not

evident within that single score. Alternatively, and as was illuminated in Sweedler

Brown (1993), students may be erroneously judged due to a negative halo effect.

Whatever the reason for the erroneous placement, the single score that holistic rating

scales engender falls victim to such concerns.

The fourth criterion Weigle (2002) cites is authenticity. Unsurprisingly, this is

touted by the advocates of holistic scoring as its greatest attribute. Aside from

practicality, champions of holistic scoring like White (1984, 1993) claim that reading

holistically is a more natural process, and therefore, results in a more appropriate score.

Conversely, the more analytic a scale becomes, the more unnatural the reading process
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becomes, thereby decreasing the likelihood of obtaining an appropriate score. However,

evidence points to the contrary. Aside from the fact that raters have widely varying

perspectives toward which they orient during grading, personal biases abound in holistic

scoring, whether they relate to a dislike of the handwriting (Hughes, Keeling, & Tuck,

1983) or an intolerance of sentence-level grammatical errors (Sweedler-Brown, 1993).

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, is the criterion ofpracticality. As with

instrument design, no matter how reliable and valid a scoring procedure may be, if it is

impractical, then it is of no use. Consequently, it is on this criterion that holistic scales

find their seemingly biggest advantage for placement testing purposes. In fact, their

practicality could arguably be the most important reason holistic scales have become so

commonly used. Most notably, they are efficient, requiring little time per essay since

raters must decide on only one score. Unfortunately, this "efficiency" is somewhat

misleading because of the inherently lower reliability ofholistic scores. In other words,

if raters rate the tests quickly but are arriving at ratings inconsistently, either within their

own ratings or in comparison to others', then the ratings are less meaningful. As a result,

holistic scores, when in the hands ofexperienced and well-trained raters, are indeed

more efficient and economical than analytic scales. In fact, as Weigle (2002) explains,

this may be the single greatest disadvantage of analytic scales. They are more time

consuming to employ, and therefore are more expensive to use. Nevertheless, in light of

the evidence that suggests analytic scales are more reliable than holistic scales, it makes

good testing sense for universities to employ analytic scales when there is an option.
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In short, analytic scales seem to have an advantage bver holistic scales in that they

encourage raters to assess all rating criteria equally rather than focusing on only what

they may personally consider important, as was the case in Sweedler-Brown's (1993)

study. Moreover, they also seem to help minimize the impact differing rater orientations

may have on overall scores, as demonstrated by Santos (1988). Nevertheless, these

advantages should not imply that analytic scales are in every way better than holistic

scales, nor that they are a panacea for reliability and validity woes. On the contrary,

analytic scales can fall victim to the same problems seemingly inherent in holistic scales.

1.5. Linguistic Features as Measures of Writing Proficiency

As demonstrated above, while analytic scales are disadvantaged in that they are

typically more time-consuming to implement than are holistic scales, they may possess a

number of advantages over holistic rating scales. Nevertheless, analytic scales are not

perfect. Therefore, one of the major goals of this study is to determine which linguistic

features impact rater decisions most, since knowledge of such information yields at least

two key benefits: 1) it may help predict level placement in a relatively objective manner;

and 2) it could be used as the basis of a revised analytic scale that would generate

quicker, more precise assessments of writing proficiency, thus neutralizing the holistic

scale's advantage of being more efficient.

With the goal of this study being the acquisition of these benefits, one must first

determine the ways in which language has been objectively analyzed previously, prior to

attempting a linguistic analysis of the texts. At first blush, this task does not seem
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particularly daunting since most linguistic measures fall into one of four major

categories: accuracy, fluency, complexity, or lexis. However, most categories can be

measured in seemingly infinite ways. For example, syntactic complexity has been

measured in at least thirty-three distinct ways in the literature to date, ranging from

frequency measures like the total number of dependent clauses to ratio measures like the

number of dependent clauses per clause. In other words, a simple means of measuring

the quality of L2 writing objectively does not exist despite efforts to the contrary (e.g.,

Brodkey & Young, 1981). As a result, other attempts have been made to synthesize the

existing body of research to help clarify this plethora of linguistic writing measures, most

notably by Wolfe-Quintero, Inagaki, and Kim (1998).

In their analysis of 39 studies involving over 100 linguistic measures, Wolfe-

Quintero, et al. (1998) embarked on a search for a developmental index of L2 writing. 2

While this ultimate goal proved elusive, their findings are important in that they were

2 Wolfe-Quintero, et al. (1998) go to great lengths,to make a distinction between
language development and language proficiency, where "development refers to
characteristics of a learner's output that reveal some point or stage along a developmental
continuum", while "proficiency is a broader concept that is related to separating language
users into cross-sectional groups based on a normal distribution of their language
abilities" (pp. 1-2). Furthermore, they claim that "developmental measures are not valid
measures of writing proficiency" (p. 2). Although their definitions of the two constructs
seem reasonable, the underlying logic oftrying to compare the two seems flawed. In
other words, rather than viewing the two constructs as mutually exclusive, it seems more
reasonable to view language development as a subcomponent of language proficiency.
Viewed in this light, Wolfe-Quintero, et aI.' s claim that developmental measures are not
valid measures of writing proficiency seems fundamentally flawed. Instead, it seems
more reasonable to claim that although developmental measures alone cannot account for
all ofthe variance in writing proficiency, they do account for at least some of the
variance, as the results of this study will show. Therefore, this author is of the opinion
that some manifestation of developmental measures should be a part of any rating scale
that is attempting to measure writing proficiency scores.
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able to synthesize previous research in order to draw some conclusions about which

linguistic measures are the best indicators of developmental levels of L2 writing. To that

end, Wolfe-Quintero, et al. separated all of the measures into four major categories

fluency, accuracy, grammatical complexity, and lexical complexity - and then analyzed

them principally on the levels of statistical significance found.

First, Wolfe-Quintero, et al. (1998) found that frequency measures (e.g., W, the

total number of words) are generally not valid measures of fluency. Instead, they found

that ratio measures (e.g., words per minute) are more valid because frequency measures

lack a fixed delimiter. Based on this rationale, they concluded that measures such as

words per minute (W/M), words per clause (W/C), words per sentence (W/S),and words

per T-unit (WIT) are the best measures of fluency. Interestingly, measures like W/C,

WIS, and WIT intuitively seem to be more measures of complexity than fluency, and by

the authors' own admission, have more often been treated as such in the literature.

Nevertheless, their rationale is that all measures of length are measures of fluency and not

complexity because length has repeatedly been shown to have mixed results when used

as measures of complexity (p. 14). Regardless, all three of these measures were found to

have reasonably high correlations with writing proficiency in their respective studies.

In terms of accuracy, which was defined as error free use of syntax and lexis,

Wolfe-Quintero, et al. (1998) found that the frequency measure number oferror-free T

units (EFT), as well as the ratio measures error-free T-units per T-unit (EFT/T) and

errors per T-unit (E/T), were the best measures of accuracy, though results were

admittedly inconsistent, where some studies found linear development (e.g., Hirano,
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1991) while others did not (Flahive & Snow, 1980). They also found that the frequency

measure number oferrors (E) negatively correlated with holistic ratings (e.g., Sweedler

Brown, 1993), but less so when raters had extensive rating experience.

In the case of grammatical complexity, the authors found that measures involving

clauses were most statistically significant. For example, the ratio measures clauses per

T-unit (CIT), dependent clauses per clause (DCIC) and dependent clauses per T-unit

(DC/T) all demonstrated a linear relationship with writing proficiency. Further support

for these measures in terms of their validity comes from a more recent study by Ortega

(2003). In her study, Ortega analyzed 21 studies (16 of which were included in Wolfe

Quintero, et aI., 1998), to determine the relationship between syntactic complexity

measures and L2 writing proficiency. In somewhat differing findings to those of Wolfe

Quintero, et aL (1998), Ortega (2003) found that the ratio measures words per sentence

(W/S, or MLS in Ortega's notation), words per clause (W/C, or MLC), and words per T

unit (WIT, or MLTU) also demonstrated meaningful relationships with proficiency, in

addition to the clausal measure clauses per T-unit (CIT, or C/TU). Moreover, Ortega

took the tests a step further by determining at what point statistically significant

differences appeared. For example, it was not until a differential of 4.5 words per

sentence that a statistically significant relationship between proficiency levels could be

generally established in the domain of research reviewed. Hence, not only does Ortega's

(2003) study provide support for choosing grammatical complexity measures, but she

also provides invaluable guidance regarding the sensitivity of each measure (c.f.,

Bardovi-Harlig, 1992; Ishikawa, 1995; Witte & Davis, 1980).
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Finally, in terms oflexical complexity, Wolfe-Quintero, et al. (1998) found that

measures of lexical range (breadth) and sophistication (depth) related to L2 development.

More specifically, the most highly correlated measures of lexical complexity were again

ratio measures, those being lexical word types per lexical words (LWT/LW), noun types

per lexical words (NT/LW) and modifier types per lexical words (ModT/LW). With

respect to lexical sophistication, the measure sophisticated verb types per total verbs

(SVTN) and measures that took into account word frequency level measures also seemed

to relate to proficiency. Interestingly however, Wolfe-Quintero, et al. (1998) found that

the measure lexical density (lexical words per word, or LW/W) did not correlate with

differences in language proficiency.

More recently, lexical diversity has been analyzed in alternative ways to those

reviewed by Wolfe-Quintero, et al. (1998), with Malvern and Richards' (2002) study

among the most notable. While their research warrants consideration, their "D"

parameter involves mathematical modeling and self-designed computer algorithms that

are beyond the scope ofthis study. Moreover, since this study has rater decisions as its

focus rather than language development per se, there are other (linear) means of

measuring lexical diversity that show promise with respect to rater scores, as this study

will demonstrate.

The same exclusion holds true for a multitude of other linguistic features that have

been previously studied. In some cases, their exclusion is due to the fact that they yielded

mixed results or were only weakly correlated with rater scores. In other cases, the

features are qualities of writing that are not yet quantifiable like cohesion and coherence
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(see, e.g., Bamberg, 1983; Carrell, 1982; Connor, 1984, 1991; Fahnestock, 1983;

Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Hirsch and Harrington, 1981; Johns, 1986; Markels, 1984;

Schneider & Connor, 1991; Witte, 1983), although attempts have been made to quantify

such features (e.g., Evola, Mamer, & Lentz, 1980; Reid, 1992).

In short, then, previous studies illustrate that a total of 17 different linguistic

measures have demonstrated statistical significance in relation to their calculated

correlation coefficients.

1.6. Research Questions

In light of the findings uncovered through the literature review above, the

following research questions have emerged:

RQ1: Is a holistic or analytic rating scale better suited to measure the construct

of writing proficiency, at least within the context of the English Language

Institute at the University of Hawai'i?

RQ2: Do any linguistic features of writing heavily influence rater scores? If so,

can these features be incorporated into a linguistic model that can facilitate

more accurate and efficient placement of test takers or transformed into

criteria as part of a rating scale that can more efficiently and accurately

assist placement decisions?

In order to investigate these two questions, second language writing placement

test samples were compared using the holistic, analytic, and linguistic measures discussed

in the introduction of this paper.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS

2.1. Test Participants and Writing Samples

The data for this study were 98 writing placement test samples obtained from the

archives of the English Language Institute (ELI) at the University of Hawai'i (UH). The

data are placement tests written by international graduate students who matriculated at

UH within the past two years and were required to take the ELI writing placement test

because they scored between 500 and 600 on the TOEFL (the band of scores that grants

students entrance into UH, but requires them to take language placement exams to

determine if they need supplemental English education to manage their coursework). For

the purposes of this study, only graduate student placement tests were included because

graduate students take the ELI Writing Placement Test upon arrival to UH, while the

undergraduates take the Manoa Writing Placement Test, a test given to all undergraduate

students at the University of Hawai'i, not only international undergraduates.

Of the 98 participants, 52% were from Far East Asia, 32% from Southeast Asia,

6% from Western Europe, 5% from South Asia, and 5% from other countries throughout

the world. In terms of gender, 52% were female, 48% were male. See Appendices A to

C for relevant participant test data.

2.2. Testing Conditions

Because all samples were drawn from a set of placement tests that had been

administered by the ELI within the last two years, testing conditions were equivalent for
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all test takers. Specifically, all test takers were seated in a large auditorium and given 45

minutes to complete a writing sample in response to one of two prompts. Since the ELI

administers the placement exam several times over a two-week period each semester, test

takers were exposed to one of eight forms (Forms A - H). Regardless of form, test takers

were allowed to choose which of the two prompts they preferred and told to write a

composition within the allotted time. See Appendix D for an example placement test

cover sheet.

2.3. Holistic Rating Procedure

The holistic scores analyzed in this study are those that were generated by the

ELI's writing placement procedures. In brief, upon the test takers' completion of the

exam, a team of six graduate assistants who worked in the ELI at the time of the

placement test administration met to rate the tests. To the extent possible, readers with

previous rating experience were assigned rating duty. However, since there is a high rate

of turnover among the ELI staff (due to graduation from their own program of study), it

was not always possible to have only experienced readers rate the exams. In such cases,

the experienced raters trained the inexperienced raters for about 30-60 minutes prior to

the commencement of the rating process using prototypical examples of each placement

level and the holistic scale featured in Figure 1.

Once rater training was complete, each essay was read by a total of three raters,

with each rater assigning one of three placement levels:
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1) ELI 73, the lowest of the three levels, which requires the student to take

two semesters of ELI writing

2) ELI 83, the middle level, which requires the student to take one

semester of ELI writing, or

3) Exempt, which exempts the student from all ELI writing requirements.

Once all of the essays were rated three times, the scores were tabulated and

analyzed. If all three raters agreed on the level placement, the process was complete for

that particular essay. If, however, there was disagreement, open discussion of the essay

ensued to determine why the readers rated the essays as they did. Following a sharing of

opinions, the three raters determined whether they could agree on a definitive level

placement. If not, then a fourth rater assessed the essay. If that rater concurred with the

majority two, then the decision on placement was finalized. If a 2-2 draw was reached,

however, the essay was referred to the Assistant Director for adjudication (Note: In the

highly unusual case where each of the three raters arrived at a different placement

decision, then the essay was re-rated by the other three raters, with the process continuing

until a final placement decision could be reached.)

2.4. Analytic Rating Procedure

As explained earlier, the Jacobs, et al. (1981) ESL Composition PROFILE was

employed as a means of comparison with the existing ELI holistic scale. Realizing of

course that this scale may have weaknesses in light of the research on writing assessment
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since its design a quarter century ago, it nevertheless serves as a well-tested and widely

used model with which to derive reliable proficiency scores and was therefore chosen

from among the plethora of analytic scales in existence. Before commencing the rating

process, however, and in contrast to the holistic rating procedure that rated handwritten

samples, all of the data were input into a Microsoft Word document to eliminate a

potential handwriting bias since, as noted earlier, handwriting has been shown to

influence holistic ratings (Markham, 1976). Unfortunately, as Weigle (2002) points out,

eliminating the handwriting bias induces a different bias - the expectation of a higher

quality document because it is typed (p. 72). Nevertheless, computer software was

needed to complete part of the linguistic analysis conducted in this study, so the bias

tradeoff was deemed reasonable. Moreover, to minimize the potential influence of such a

bias, raters were explicitly made aware of it and trained to disregard it to the best of their

ability.

Upon completion of that task, a team ofthree ELI raters, each of whom had no

less than three years' ESL essay rating experience, was assembled for rater training. At

the meeting, a full explanation of the rating process was given, rater responsibilities were

discussed and assigned, and all raters were trained to use the Jacobs, et al. (1981) scale.

More specifically, using five sample essays with widely-ranging proficiencies, the raters

were asked to rate each using the analytic scale, which has a possible score range of 34

100. One by one, each essay was rated and discussed to determine how closely the three

readers rated the essays in each of the five criteria. Following a recording of their scores,

differences were discussed and descriptors were modified such that the revised wording
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helped the raters reach an internally and externally consistent score for each of the five

criteria. In total, two hours were needed to achieveintra- and interrater reliability.

Following rater training, all three raters were given a set of 10 essays to rate, with

each rater reporting back to the author with her/his results. Following receipt ofthe first

set of 10 scores, interrater reliability was calculated and found to be above 80% (alpha>

.80) for each of the five criteria, and above 90% (alpha> .90) for the summed rater

scores. Given this level of agreement, rating of the full set of samples commenced. The

process continued over a four-week period until all three raters rated all 98 samples.

Table 1 displays the interrater reliability coefficients that were achieved.3

Table 1. Interrater reliability coefficients for the analytic scale rater scores

N=3 All 3 Raters Raters 1&2 Raters 1&3 Raters 2&3

Alpha 0.9118 0.8555 0.8836 0.8794

2.5. Linguistic Analysis Procedure

While the team ofthree readers was rating the tests analytically, the author (with

the help of a colleague) coded the data in preparation for the linguistic analysis. First, the

author parsed the essays into T-units, defined as "the shortest unit which a sentence can

be reduced to, and consisting of one independent clause together with whatever

dependent clauses are attached to it" (Richards and Schmidt, 2002, p. 566). If there were

more than one T-unit per sentence, then the adjacent T-units were italicized to indicate

they were part of a single larger sentence (see Appendix E). The author then distributed

3 As Cherry & Meyer (1993) explained, interrater reliability is only one component of a
placement test's overall reliability. While other types of reliability like instrument
reliability are also a concern, addressing such factors is beyond the scope of this study.
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the parsed essays to a second coder, who conducted her own T-Unit analysis of the data.

As instructed, the reader either confirmed the author's original divisions or offered her

own interpretations. Where disagreements were found, the two collaborated and resolved

them. In the end, there was 100% agreement of what constituted aT-unit for all samples.

Once the divisions were finalized, frequency counts were conducted and confirmed by an

independent reader.

Following the T-unit divisions, the author divided the T-units into independent

and dependent clauses, with the dependent clauses being classified into one of six

categories: finite nominals, finite adjectivals, finite adverbials, nonfinite nominals,

nonfinite adjectivals, or nonfinite adverbials. While the literature (e.g., Wolfe-Quintero,

et aI., 1998) suggests that there is no complexity difference among groups of clauses in

terms of language development (e.g., all types of finite clauses are equivalently complex),

the decision was made to reduce clauses to their smallest unit to see if raters focused on a

particular type of dependent clause before investigating the larger, more common unit of

analysis "dependent clauses". In addition, infinitival clauses (a subgroup of the nonfinite

clauses) were segregated from the other types of nonfinite clauses to take the

categorization to its smallest unit. Finally, a seventh category was created to account for

verb phrases that did not qualify as one of the other types of clause being distinguished.

In total, there were 11 types of clause (1 independent and 10 dependent) distinguished for

the purpose of this study. Examples of each type of clause are contained in Table 2

below.
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Table 2. Examples of each type of clause analyzed in this study

Type of Clause Example

Independent Ie This has worked generally well.

Finite Nominal FN That means [that we have had democratic elections].

Finite Adjectival Faj We have many political parties [that show our commitment to reform].

Finite Adverbial Fav The situation has changed [because other cultures now affect Taiwan1-

Nonfinite Nominal NN They need more entertainment [after workinK all day 10nK].

Nonfinite Adjectival Naj The government will cover any cost [relating to SARS treatment].

Nonfinite Adverbial Nav [FearinR infection], many people moved elsewhere.

Infinitival Nominal IN First, it is essential [to stop deforestationl.

Infinitival Adjectival Iaj It is the easiest way [to help the earth].

Infinitival Adverbial Iav People need air [to survive].

Verb Phrase VP They simply turn on the TV or [switch on the lights].

After clausal divisions were complete, the data were distributed to the second

coder for confirmation of the classifications. As with the T-unit analysis, discrepancies

were discussed and clarified to ensure 100% agreement. Once decisions were finalized,

frequency counts were again conducted and confirmed by an independent reader.

Appendix F illustrates an example ofparsing at the clausal level.

The fourth stage of the linguistic analysis involved error analysis. Using the

clausal division database as a baseline, errors were identified and counted. Although

there are seemingly infinite ways to categorize errors, based on an inspection of the data

and a review of the literature, the following categories were decided upon for this study:

semantic errors, morpho-syntactic errors (including additional separate categories for

article, connector, and preposition errors), lexical errors, spelling errors, and punctuation

errors. In total, there were eight error categories. After all of the errors were classified
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and counted, an independent reader confirmed the results, with all discrepancies being

resolved. Appendix G displays the grid used to calculate errors within each essay.

The fifth and final part of the linguistic analysis ihvolved lexical analyses. Using

MonoConc corpus analysis software, the data were analyzed lexically at four levels of

sophistication. The first level was a straightforward frequency count of the total number

of words and the total number of unique words. Next, all non-lexical words (i.e., all parts

of speech other than nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs) were added to the program's

filter and the data reanalyzed. Once again, frequency counts were conducted, both of the

total number of lexical words and the total number of unique lexical words. In the third

iteration, the 200 most common English words (Fry, Kress, & Fountoukidis, 2000) were

added to the filter and the data were reanalyzed. Again, frequency counts ensued, with

total sophisticated words and total unique sophisticated words being recorded. In the

fourth and final iteration, the 1000 most frequent English words, along with all proper

nouns and numbers, were added to the filter, and the data reanalyzed. Once again, total

words and total unique words were counted and recorded.

2.6. Linguistic Analysis Variables

Upon completion of the linguistic databases, the data were analyzed in various·

combinations via an exploratory factor analysis and multiple regression. In total, 74 of

the original 93 linguistic measures were analyzed, with 19 (special lexical indices) being

removed from consideration because of how they seemed to skew their resulting

correlations with rater scores due to their index formulae that included squares or square
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roots of values. See Appendix H for a list of all of the measures analyzed in this study

and Wolfe-Quintero, et al. (1998) for further clarification on the individual measures

included and excluded in this study.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS

3.1. Correlations

3.1.1. Holistic andAnalytic Score Correlations

The correlation coefficients, which were calculated and are displayed in Table 3,

help illustrate how the holistic and analytic scores correlated with each other.

Table 3. Correlation coefficients (r) ofthe two sets of ratings

P=98
Holistic Scores Analytic Scores

Corr Sil~ Corr Si2
Total Score 0.608 0.000 1.000 0.000
Content 0.474 0.000 0.861 0.000
Oreanization 0.538 0.000 0.843 0.000
Vocabulary 0.475 0.000 0.801 0.000
Lan2ua2e Use 0.515 0.000 0.758 0.000
Mechanics 0.376 0.000 0.528 0.000

As shown above in Table 3, the correlation between the three holistic placement

levels and overall analytic scores was only .608. In other words, the two sets of scores

accounted for only 37% of the variance (r2
) between them. Intuitively, one would expect

a higher correlation since both scales are trying to measure writing proficiency.

However, since the holistic scores actually only represent a three-point scale

(intermediate, advanced, and exempt) while the analytic scores could range from 34-100,

a relatively low correlation is somewhat understandable. Nevertheless, the level

placements based on the holistic scores do not mirror the analytic scores as well as one

would expect, considering the fact that both scales are supposed to be measuring the

same construct (see Appendix I for all participant scores).
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3.1.2. Holistic and Analytic Score Correlations with Fluency Measures

The first group of linguistic features analyzed were the fluency measures. As

indicated in Table 4 below, only one fluency ratio (words per minute, W/M) correlated

highly with either the holistic or analytic scores (r = .395, and r = .507, respectively).

Moreover, of the five individual analytic criteria, only content, organization, and

vocabulary correlated highly with W1M. In many respects, this finding is expected since

the likelihood of writers including more pertinent content and lexical items increases with

the more text they produce (holding all other variables constant). The same cannot be

said for organization, however, since organization seemingly bears no direct relationship

with text length. However, one possibility is that more fluent writers are better able to

keep their stream of consciousness flowing in a way that allows more coherent (i.e.,

organized) thoughts to be produced.

Another encouraging sign in the data is the fact that neither language use nor

mechanics correlated significantly with rater scores, which is expected since neither

factor should be influenced by the length of the essay (although one could presumably

argue that the number of errors may be more or less salient depending on the length of

the essay).
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Table 4. Correlations between fluency measures and rating scale scores

HSCORE ASCORE CONTENT ORG VOCAB LGE USE MECH
P=98

Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig
W/M 0.395 0.000 0.507 0.000 0.551 0.000 0.444 0.000 0.473 0.000 0.230 ns 0.137 ns

W/S 0.119 Ns 0.206 ns 0.212 ns 0.208 ns 0.150 ns 0.090 ns 0.141 ns

W/TU 0.136 Ns 0.228 ns 0.230 ns 0.248 ns 0.209 ns 0.071 ns 0.130 ns

0.048 Ns 0.132 0.193 0.167 0.104 - 0.066W/C ns ns ns ns
0.040

ns ns

W/M = words per minute; W/S = words per sentence; W/TU = words per t-unit; W/C = words per clause.
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3.1.3: Holistic and Analytic Score Correlations with Accuracy Measures

Another linguistic feature of concern in this study was accuracy. As Table 5

displays, almost all of the accuracy measures analyzed in this study correlated highly

with rater scores, including each of the individual analytic criteria.

Surveying this large number of correlations, the analytic descriptors still seem to

have functioned as intended. For example, content and organization correlated the least

with the accuracy measures (content: range = .058 - .361, median = .202; organization:

range = .090 - .351, median = .245), while language use (range = .353 - .693, median =

.595), vocabulary (range = .310 - .582, median = .501), and mechanics (range = .295 

.629, median = .450) correlated higher. This result is precisely what one would expect

because accuracy measures should mirror rater scores that are trying to measure

accuracy. Moreover, in those cases where content did correlate significantly with an

accuracy measure, it was lexical in nature (e.g., analytic: LlTU = -.516). This result also

makes sense because the more lexical errors a text contains, the more difficult it becomes

to understand and appreciate its content. Therefore, some correlation between content

and lexical errors is to be expected.
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Table 5. Correlations between accuracy measures and rating scale scores

EFC = error free clauses; TV = t-unit; C = clause; W = word; E+ = total number of errors; E- = number of errors less mechanical errors
(spelling and punctuation errors); SE = semantic' errors; MS+ =morpho-syntactic errors, including preposition, article and connector errors;
MS- = morpho-syntactic errors excluding preposition, article and connector errors; PR = preposition errors; L = lexical error

P=98
HSCORE ASCORE CONTENT ORG VOCAB LGEUSE MECH

Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig
EFC 0.518 0.000 0.565 0.000 0.361 0.000 0.343 0.001 0.572 0.000 0.595 0.000 0.394 0.000
EFC/TU 0.414 0.000 0.468 0.000 0.176 ns 0.248 ns 0.501 0.000 0.623 0.000 0.452 0.000
EFC/C 0.435 0.000 0.470 0.000 0.166 ns 0.245 ns 0.517 0.000 0.627 0.000 0.479 . 0.000
EFCIW 0.378 0.000 0.386 0.000 0.094 ns 0.148 ns 0.427 0.000 0.607 0.000 0.392 0.000
E+/TU -0.452 0.000 -0.500 0.000 -0.156 ns -0.241 . ns -0.540 0.000 -0.693 0.000 -0.571 0.000
E+/C -0.475 0.000 -0.494 0.000 -0.155 ns -0.267 0.008 -0.539 0.000 -0.661 0.000 -0.562 0.000
E+IW -0.515 0.000 -0.573 0.000 -0.239 ns -0.326 0.001 -0.611 0.000 -0.691 0.000 -0.629 0.000
E-ITU -0.422 0.000 -0.497 0.000 -0.186 ns -0.228 ns -0.548 0.000 -0.673 0.000 -0.484 0.000
E-/C -0.471 0.000 -0.523 0.000 -0.202 ns -0.272 0.007 -0.582 0.000 -0.679 0.000 -0.498 0.000
E-IW -0.495 0.000 -0.572 0.000 -0.270 0.007 -0.312 0.002 -0.620 0.000 -0.680 0.000 -0.539 0.000
SE/TU -0.251 0.013 -0.374 0.000 -0.226 ns -0.213 ns -0.360 0.000 -0.375 0.000 -0.460 0.000
SE/C -0.301 0.003 -0.391 0.000 -0.218 ! ns -0.230 ns -0.395 0.000 -0.396 0.000 -0.486 0.000
SEIW -0.255 0.011 -0.402 0.000 -0.288 0.004 -0.210 ns -0.391 0.000 -0.353 0.000 -0.490 0.000
MS+ITU -0.361 0.000 -0.387 0.000 -0.105 ns -0.147 ns -0.444 0.000 -0.592 0.000 -0.356 0.000
MS+/C -0.409 0.000 -0.422 0.000 -0.129 ns -0.198 ns -0.479 0.000 -0.607 0.000 -0.377 0.000
MS+IW -0.416 0.000 -0.447 0.000 -0.167 ns -0.207 ns -0.502 0.000 -0.604 0.000 -0.414 0.000
MS-ITU -0.323 0.001 -0.350 0.000 -0.058 ns -0.090 ns -0.438 0.000 -0.587 0.000 -0.335 0.001
MS-/C -0.370 0.000 -0.379 0.000 -0.077 ns -0.133 ns -0.470 0.000 -0.597 0.000 -0.354 0.000
MS-IW -0.387 0.000 -0.404 0.000 -0.125 ns -0.149 ns -0.488 0.000 -0.585 0.000 -0.377 0.000
PRiTU -0.354 0.000 -0.370 0.000 -0.219 ns -0.273 0.007 -0.313 0.002 -0.407 0.000 -0.295 0.003
PRiC -0.376 0.000 -0.404 0.000 -0.242 ns -0.319 0.001 -0.345 0.001 -0.422 0.000 -0.320 0.001
PRIW -0.398 0.000 -0.390 0.000 -0.221 ns -0.319 0.001 -0.310 0.002 -0.425 0.000 -0.331 0.001
LITU -0.402 0.000 -0.516 0.000 -0.292 0.003 -0.330 0.001 -0.541 0.000 -0.530 0.000 -0.473 0.000
L/C -0.414 0.000 -0.502 0.000 -0.283 0.005 -0.327 0.001 -0.542 0.000 -0.507 0.000 -0.450 0.000
LIW -0.423 0.000 -0.511 0.000 -0.329 0.001 -0.351 0.000 -0.550 0.000 -0.454 0.000 -0.435 O.OO~
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The one finding in the data of Table 5 not easily explained is the correlation

between the accuracy measures and organization. As with content, lexical error measures

correlated highly with organization scores (e.g., L/W = -.351; preposition errors did as

well (PR/W = -.319). However, theoretically-speaking, no such correlation should exist,

because the organization of a text has no direct relationship with its errors, at least to the

extent that the text is comprehensible and can be assessed from an organizational

perspective. As such, accuracy measures may have influenced rater judgments more

heavily than justified, at least with respect to organization scores (i.e. the level of

accuracy within the text caused a halo effect, whereby raters' organization scores were

unduly influenced by particularly correct or incorrect use of the target language).

Closer inspection of each column of correlations in Table 5 reveals some other

interesting highlights. For example, of all the accuracy measures, error-free clauses

(EFC) and total errors per word (E/W) correlated most highly with the holistic scores (r =

.518 and -.515, respectively). The same is true for the overall analytic scores (r = .565

and -.573, respectively), which suggests that the total number of errors (as opposed to the

type or gravity of error) most heavily influenced rater scores with respect to accuracy.

This finding concurs with several previous studies (e.g., Gaies, 1980; Ho-Peng, 1983;

Perkins, 1980; Polio, 1997), so it is unsurprising, then, that language use and mechanics

also correlated most strongly with total error measures (language use: E/TU = -.693;

mechanics: E/W = -.629).

It is also interesting to note that the holistic and analytic scores correlated nearly

equally with the number of errors per word, less mechanical errors (E-/W), as they did
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with the total number of errors per word (e.g., overall analytic E-/W = -.572; overall

analytic E+/W = -.573). Therefore, it may be the case that mechanical errors were largely

ignored by both groups of raters, no matter how many appeared in the text.

3.1.4. Holistic and Analytic Score Correlations with Complexity Measures

In quite a contrast to the accuracy measures, Table 6 below illustrates how

relatively little correlation the complexity measures shared with rater scores.
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Table 6. Correlations between complexity measures and rating scale scores

P=98 HSCORE ASCORE CONTENT ORG VOCAB LGEUSE MECH
Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Si~ Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig

DCITU 0.129 ns 0.191 ns 0.138 ns 0.196 ns 0.185 ns 0.137 ns 0.099 ns
DC/C 0.125 ns 0.190 ns 0.144 ns 0.208 ns 0.181 ns 0.112 ns 0.119 ns
FN/C -0.014 ns 0.044 ns 0.076 ns -0.055 ns 0.052 ns 0.037 ns 0.027 ns
FAJ/C -0.042 ns 0.080 ns 0.130 ns 0.144 ns 0.085 ns -0.066 ns -0.026 ns
FAV/C 0.018 ns -0.058 ns -0.114 ns -0.044 ns -0.088 ns 0.047 nS 0.014 ns
NN/C 0.071 ns 0.213 ns 0.020 ns 0.150 ns 0.312 0.002 0.266 0.008 0.231 ns
NAJ/C 0.018 ns 0.226 ns 0.195 ns 0.244 ns 0.204 ns 0.106 ns 0.171 ns
NAV/C 0.097 ns 0.097 ns 0.180 ns 0.063 ns 0.062 ns -0.034 ns 0.083 ns
IN/C -0.092 ns -0.104 ns -0.135 ns -0.040 ns -0.089 ns -0.052 nS -0.063 ns
IAJ/C 0.281 0.005 0.044 ns 0.090 ns 0.113 ns 0.004 ns -0.069 ns 0.015 ns
IAV/C 0.097 ns 0.082 ns 0.104 ns 0.104 ns 0.099 ns 0.002 ns -0.057 ns
FC/C -0.008 ns 0.057 ns 0.069 ns 0.037 ns 0.044 ns 0.030 ns 0.018 ns
NC-/C 0.098 ns 0.312 0.002 0.170 ns 0.257 ns 0.371 0.000 0.257 nS 0.283 0.005
NC+/C 0.204 ns 0.230 ns 0.139 ns 0.267 0.008 0.274 0.006 0.129 ns 0.155 ns
INFC/C 0.164 ns 0.009 ns 0.026 ns 0.103 ns 0.008 ns -0.068 ns -0.068 ns
FN/TU -0.016 ns 0.070 ns 0.101 ns 0.001 ns 0.076 ns 0.027 ns 0.043 ns
FAJITU -0.017 ns 0.101 ns 0.142 ns 0.151 ns 0.110 ns -0.036 ns -0.026 ns
FAVITU 0.039 ns -0.017 ns -0.070 ns 0.002 ns -0.046 ns 0.061 ns 0.016 ns
NNITU 0.092 ns 0.259 0.010 0.058 ns 0.189 ns 0.343 0.001 0.314 0.002 0.246 ns
NAJITU 0.040 ns 0.283 0.005 0.254 ns 0.298 0.003 0.247 ns 0.140 ns 0.183 ns
NAVITU 0.104 ns 0.104 ns 0.162 ns 0.079 ns 0.079 ns -0.011 ns 0.088 ns
INITU -0.076 ns -0.055 ns -0.081 ns 0.015 ns -0.027 ns -0.046 ns -0.069 ns
IAJITU 0.268 0.008 0.053 ns 0.096 ns 0.128 ns 0.012 ns -0.054 ns -0.012 ns
IAV/TU 0.075 ns 0.084 ns 0.102 ns 0.112 ns 0.095 ns 0.011 ns -0.062 ns
FCITU 0.002 ns 0.086 ns 0.098 ns 0.088 ns 0.077 ns 0.027 ns 0.016 ns
NC-ITU 0.124 ns 0.349 0.000 0.197 ns 0.293 0.003 0.392 0.000 0.298 0.003 0.289 0.004
NC+ITU 0.178 ns 0.237 ns 0.158 ns 0.278 0.006 0.266 0.008 0.138 ns 0.118 ns
INFCITU 0.137 Ns 0.034 ns 0.050 ns 0.133 ns 0.038 ns -0.055 ns -0.080 ns

DC = dependent clause; TU = T-unit; C = clause; FN = finite nominal clause; FAI = fmite adjectival clause; FAV = finite adverbial clause; NN =
nonfinite nominal clause; NAI = nonfmite adjectival clause; NAV = nonfinite adverbial clause; IN = infinitival nominal clause; IAI = infmitival
adjectival clause; IAV = infinitival adverbial clause; FC = total number offmite clauses; NC- = number ofnonfmite clauses less infinitival clauses;
NC+ = total number of nonfinite clauses, including infinitival clauses; INFC = total number of infmitival clauses.
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This near total lack of correlation is particularly important because it supports the

view that language development and language proficiency are not synonymous. In other

words, even though language development may be occurring as revealed by the increased

complexity of a student's text, hislher proficiency scores may not reflect that

development since raters seem oblivious to complexity when rating essays. To illustrate

this point, consider the following group means for a sample of the complexity measures

analyzed in this study:4

(b 1 1)1 .IfT bl 7 Ga e roup means 0 samp e comp eXlty measures y eve
Holistic Scores Analvtic Scores

73 83 EX 73 83 EX
N 39 50 9 N 36 50 12
Score 61.58 67.45 76.56 Score 60.22 68.40 79.75
C/TU 2.014 2.021 2.279 C/TU 1.980 2.071 2.180
DCITU 1.004 1.014 1.226 DC/TU 0.967 1.059 1.167
FAVITU 0.171 0.175 0.189 FAVITU 0.168 0.171 0.216
NNITU 0.099 0.113 0.130 NNITU 0.101 0.103 0.159
NC+/TU 0.408 0.455 0.546 NC+ITU 0.410 0.454 0.545

73 = ELI 73, the lower placement level; 83 = ELI 83, the upper placement
level; EX = exempt from ELI writing courses; clm = clauses per t-unit;
DC/TV = dependent clauses per t-unit; FAVlTV = finite adverbiaI clauses
per t-unit; NN/TV = nonfinite nominals per t-unit; NC+/TV = nonfinite
clauses (including infinitivals) per t-unit.

4 The distinction between holistic and analytic level placements was made to show how
developmental differences in complexity were perceived by the different sets of raters.
While the holistic scores already had level placements assigned at the time ofthe study,
somewhat arbitrary level placements had to be assigned to the analytic scores based on
the author's experience with ELI placement test ratings, his teaching of ELI 83, and a
visual inspection of the data. Naturally, it would have been better to obtain a more
objective division of scores through the calculation of z-scores and/or by conducting a
FACETS analysis to account for rater severity, but such actions were beyond the scope of
this study (see Davidson (1991), Kondo-Brown (2002), Park (2004), Tyndall & Kenyon
(1996), and Weigle (1998) for examples of research on and studies that address rater
severity in writing assessment).
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As indicated in Table 7, there was a definite progression with certain complexity

measures as level placement increased. However, as indicated in Table 8, other

complexity measures revealed a far less clear picture:

(b I 1)I 'tf thT bl 8 Ga e roup means 0 0 er COmpJeXl y measures y eve
Holistic Scores Analytic Scores

73 83 EX 73 83 EX
N 39 50 9 N 36 50 12
Score 61.58 67.45 76.56 Score 60.22 68.40 79.75
FC/C 0.242 0.235 0.244 FC/C 0.229 0.248 0.245
INFC/C 0.117 0.136 0.147 INFC/C 0.120 0.140 0.129
FAJ/TV 0.165 0.149 0.174 FAJITV 0.162 0.148 0.173
INITV 0.127 0.108 0.115 IN/TV 0.113 0.123 0.106
INFC/TV 0.249 0.280 0.324 INFCITV 0.250 0.294 0.281

73 =ELI 73, the lower placement level; 83 =ELI 83, the upper placement
level; EX =exempt from ELI writing courses; FC =total number of finite
clauses; C = clause; INFC = total number of infinitival clauses; FAl =
finite adjectival clauses; TV = t-unit; IN = infinitival nominal clauses.

As the set of sample data in Table 8 illustrates, not all measures of complexity

show a distinct progression as placement level increases. These contradictory findings

thus suggest that the nature of linguistic complexity is itself quite complex. Take, for

example, the measure of finite adjectivals per T-unit (FAJ/TU) in the table above. It

appears that the use of finite adjectivals is U-shaped rather than linear, where the lowest

proficiency students use finite adjectivals nearly as often as the highest proficiency

students (e.g., holistic FAJ/TU = .165 and .174 for 73 and EX, respectively), while the

intermediate students use them about 11 % less often (e.g., holistic FAJ/TU = .149 for

83). Even more ambiguous is the use of infinitival nominals, where the holistic scores

show a U-shaped progression (IN/TU = .127 -7 .108 -7 .115), while the analytic scores

demonstrate the inverse (IN/TU = .113 -7 .123 -7 .106). The same contradiction occurs

with the number of finite clauses per clause (FC/C), albeit in a less pronounced manner.
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Regardless, it is clear that there is much ambiguity in terms of how the various measures

of complexity interact with the two different sets of scores. This is somewhat surprising,

too, considering the fact that both scales contain descriptors that specifically address the

issue of complexity in similar ways (e.g., ELI Writing Hallmarks I Grammar I Exempt 

"complex sentence structure"; Jacobs, et al. I Language Use I Excellent to Very Good

"effective complex instructions"), yet raters seem insensitive to them.

3.1.5. Holistic and Analytic Score Correlations with Lexical Measures

While the accuracy and complexity measures appear to cover opposite ends of the

spectrum in terms of correlating with rater scores, lexical measures fell somewhere in

between, with some measures correlating highly and others not. For example, as

indicated in Table 9, lexical ratios involving sophisticated word types (e.g., SWT/WT and

KW/LW) correlated more highly with rater scores than did the more common type-token

ratios (TTRs) like word types per word (WT/W) and lexical words per word (LW/W),

which concurs with previous findings (e.g., Engber, 1995). In fact, some of these TTRs

even correlated negatively (e.g., organization WT/W = -.299, P < .003) with rater scores.

However, when the most common English words were removed from the corpus,

correlations improved dramatically (e.g., analytic: WT/W = -.243, ns vs. analytic:

SWT/WT = .408, P < .000).
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Table 9. Correlatious betweeu lexical measures and rater scores

P=98
HSCORE ASCORE CONTENT ORG VOCAB LGEUSE MECH

Corr Si2 Corr Si2 Corr Si2 Corr Si2 Corr Si2 Corr Si2 Corr Si2
WTIW -.165 us -.243 us -.297 .003 -.299 .003 -.235 us .001 us -.067 us
LWIW -.026 us -.084 us -.109 us -.084 us -.108 us .028 us -.078 us
LWTIW -.099 us -.159 us -.210 us -.234 us -.172 us .067 us -.059 us
LWTILW -.098 us -.140 us -.181 us -.210 us -.147 us .049 us -.044 us
SWIW .112 us .172 us .283 .005 .156 us .135 us -.011 us -.025 us
SWTIW .058 us .075 us .068 us -.009 us .059 us .131 us -.040 us
SWTIWT .276 .006 .408 .000 .460 .000 .345 .000 .382 .000 .198 us .030 us
SWILW .119 us .212 us .337 .001 .199 us .180 us -.026 us .016 us
SWTILW .067 us .107 us .114 us .036 us .084 us .120 us -.011 us
SWTILWT .225 us .360 .000 .421 .000 .316 .002 .350 .000 .141 us .019 us
KWIW .287 .004 .292 .004 .316 .002 .230 us .234 us .148 us .180 us
KWTIW .206 us .287 .004 .338 .001 .200 us .179 us .180 us .124 us
KWTIWT -.009 us .150 us .116 us .060 us .244 us .127 us -.021 us
KWILW .279 .005 .307 .002 .341 .001 .251 us .250 us .136 us .184 us
KWTILW .208 us .311 .002 .373 .000 .235 us .195 us .174 us .130 us
KWTILWT .268 .008 .392 .000 .482 .000 .342 .001 .271 .007 .157 us .158 ns

W = word; WT = word type; L = lexical; S = sophisticated (200 most commou words removed); K = 1000 most
commou words removed, aloug with all uumbers and proper nouns.
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In a somewhat disconcerting finding, the analytic criterion vocabulary exhibited

virtually no correlation with any of the lexical ratios analyzed in this study, other than the

sophisticated word type ratios SWT/WT, SWT/LWT, and KWT/LWT. Instead, higher

correlations, as well as a greater number of significant correlations, were found with

content and organization. Needless to say, it is hard to understand why a criterion

designed explicitly to measure the lexical sophistication of a text would show such little

correlation with linguistic measures of lexical development.

To investigate this unexpected result further, a subsequent set of correlations was

calculated, this time with simple frequency counts rather than ratio measures.

Interestingly, the correlations increased dramatically, as illustrated in Table 10 below:
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Table 10. Correlations between lexical frequency measures and rater scores

P=98
HSCORE ASCORE CONTENT ORG VOCAB LGEUSE MECD

Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Sig Corr Si2 Corr Si2
LWT .424 .000 .522 .000 .540 .000 .435 .000 .442 .000 .334 .001 .098 ns
SWT .408 .000 .534 .000 .568 .000 .454 .000 .471 .000 .315 .002 .074 ns
KWT .431 .000 .583 .000 .635 .000 .498 .000 .446 .000 .331 .001 .157 ns
LW .405 .000 .486 .000 .525 .000 .432 .000 .431 .000 .238 ns .111 ns
SW .394 .000 .517 .000 .600 .000 .467 .000 .465 .000 .207 ns .083 ns
KW .477 .000 .582 .000 .631 .000 .511 .000 .494 .000 .280 .005 .189 ns

LW = total number of lexical words; LWT = number of unique lexical words; SW = total number of words less the 200
most cornman; SWT = number of unique words less the 200 most cornman; KW = total number of words less the 1000
most cornman, calong with all numbers and proper nouns; KWT = number of unique words less the 1000 most cornman,
including all numbers and proper nouns.
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Clearly, frequency measures of lexis correlate with rater scores much more highly than

the most commonly used lexical ratio measures. Strictly speaking, however, these so

called frequency measures are actually ratio measures since time was held constant (e.g.,

LWT = LWT/M). In that respect, then, such measures could be considered variants of

fluency rather than lexis when the time element is taken into account. As will be

demonstrated later, however, the nature of these measures is actually splintered, with half

being more related to fluency than lexis, while the other half are more related to lexis

than fluency.

The lexical measures in Table 10 above also yield results that are more in line

with theoretical expectations than their ratio counterparts. For example, the scale

criterion mechanics shows no correlation with lexical frequencies, while the other scale

criteria do, which is what one would expect. A well-developed lexicon could surely

influence content scores, since lexical choices comprise a large part of content. The same

holds true for language use. While this latter scale criterion is primarily determined by

the. level of accuracy of the text, a sophisticated vocabulary could influence rater

decisions with respect to language use; hence, the significant correlations discovered

come as no surprise.

In fact, the only scale criterion that should not have correlated highly with lexical

development, but did so anyway, is organization. However, one could even argue that

lexical development coincides with better writing in general, to include a better grasp of

the organizational conventions expected in English. Nevertheless, this argument is

tenuous at best since there is no known means of measuring organization objectively.
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Regardless, the results above help resolve much of the earlier concern with respect to

lexical development and rater scores.

One other interesting highlight in this set of data is the increase in correlation with

an increase in the number of common words removed from the corpus. For example,

with respect to the three categories ofwords (LW, SW and KW), the increase in

correlation with analytic scores mirrors the increase in the sophistication of the

vocabulary (r = .486 -7 .517 -7 .582). The same is true for unique word counts (LWT,

SWT, KWT) as well (e.g., .522 -7 .534 -7 .583). Oddly, however, the holistic

correlations were less systematic, instead exhibiting a V-shape (i.e., .424 -7 .408 -7 .431,

and .405 -7 .394 -7 .477, respectively). This result is unexpected, since it would seem as

if the sophistication of vocabulary would linearly correlate with the vocabulary score.

3.1.6. Group Mean Data Comparison

Aside from examining the correlations of individual rater scores with linguistic

features of the texts, group mean data from the three placement levels of each rating scale

were also calculated and examined. Four measures (one each from accuracy, complexity,

fluencY,and lexis) were selected from the total set oflinguistic measures based on a

combination of their theoretical underpinnings and calculated correlation coefficients.

While holding the lowest level (73) group means constant at 1.00 to allow for direct

comparisons, Table 11 and Figures 3 and 4 below illustrate the ratios of the four

measures according to level and rating scale.
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db 1T bi 11 F lin··a e our 19mstlc measures )y eve an sca e
H Score 73 83 EX A Score 73 83 EX

WIM 1.00 1.20 1.44 WIM 1.00 1.17 1.47
EFC 1.00 1.67 3.37 EFC 1.00 1.33 2.46

DCrrU 1.00 1.01 1.22 DCrrU 1.00 1.10 1.21
KWT 1.00 1.29 1.75 KWT 1.00 1.33 1.76

W/M = words per mmute (fluency); EFC = number of error-free clauses (accuracy);
DC/TV = number of dependent clauses per t-unit (complexity); KWT = number of word
types less the 1000 most common English words, and all numbers and proper nouns
(Iexis).

Group Mean Differences - Holistic Scores

4.00,-----------::-:::=----------,-------,
3.37

3.50 +--------------------------1
3.00 -t-------.----
2.50 +------'"''-----~---
2.00 +--- ..,...,..,..-;-- ..&.o+'-L..

1.50 +-.....,....,.m--Jo-~==---____r__J"In

1.00

0.50

0.00

W/M EFC DC/TV KWT

Linguistic Measure

Figure 3. Cross-sectional linguistic data based on holistic level placements
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2.46

Group Mean Differences - Analytic Scores

3.00 ~---------~--------..,---------,

2.50 +-------------==----:--------c----------f

2.00 -t----------

1.50 +------'ll-:'/¥

1.00

0.50

0.00

WjM EFC DCjTU KWf

Linguistic Measure

Figure 4. Cross-sectional linguistic data based on analytic level placements

As Figures 3 and 4 depict, all four measures increased as placement level

increased. One finding worthy of note, then, is that one feature does not necessarily

develop at the expense of the others, a position attested by many (e.g., Skehan, 1998;

Yau, 1991). However, this does not appear to be the case in this study; across all four

areas of linguistic measurement, differences appeared, with the accuracy measure (EFC)

experiencing the greatest relative difference. Regardless, what is most interesting about

the group means comparison is that the holistic raters seem to have been far more heavily

influenced by the accuracy of the essays than the analytic raters. As shown in Table 12,

the essays deemed exempt by the holistic raters had 3.37 times the number of error-free

clauses (EFC) as the level 73 essays, whereas the analytic raters' exempt essays had only

2.46 times the number of error-free clauses.
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3.2. Exploratory Factor Analysis

As has been mentioned, some of the findings uncovered in the individual and

group analyses of the linguistic measures seem contradictory. For example, in the

individual data analysis, both sets of scores exhibited strong correlations with linguistic

measures of accuracy, with analytic scores demonstrating a slightly higher correlation

(e.g., EFC = .565 vs..518). In the group mean analyses, however, the holistic scores

seem to have been more heavily influenced by accuracy measures, particularly in

distinguishing students deemed exempt from those who placed into 83.

In order to clarify these conflicting findings, an exploratory factor analysis (EFA)

involving 74 variables was conducted to reduce the total number of variables to a much

smaller, more manageable number so that they could be used to create a statistical model

capable of predicting rater scores. Figure 5 below portrays a scree plot of the loadings of

the linguistic variables used in this study.
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Scree Plot
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Component Number

Figure 5. Scree plot of the linguistic variables

As illustrated by the data points in Figure 5 above, six factors accounted for the

majority of the total explained variance. In fact, as Table 12 below illustrates, the top

three factors accounted for about 43% of the total variance among all variables, while all

six accounted for over 67%, meaning that the 74 variables included in the factor analysis

can be reduced to six primary factors (see Appendix J for a complete breakdown of the

total variance explained).
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fi tl' db thT bl 12 T tala e 0 varIance expo ame y e SIX prImary ac ors
Total Variance Explained - Holistic Scores
Initial Eigenvalues Rotated Loadings

Var Cum Var Cum
Comp Total (%) (%) Total (%) (%)

1 17.942 21.88 21.88 16.464 20.078 20.078
2 12.016 14.654 36.534 9.857 12.021 32.099
3 8.871 10.819 47.353 8.87 10.817 42.916
4 7.113 8.675 56.027 6.976 8.508 51.424
5 4.683 5.711 61.738 6.973 8.504 59.928
6 4.64 5.659 67.397 6.125 7.469 67.397

To illustrate the nature of each ofthe six factors mentioned above, Table 13 below

displays a condensed version of the rotated components matrix, with the complete rotated

matrix illustrated in Appendix K. Potential marker variables (i.e., variables that have an

absolute value of at least .80) are in bold.
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t .tT bI 13 R t t da e oae cornponen s rna fIX

Comronent
1 2 3 4 5 6

E-/C 0.963
E-/TU 0.960
EITU 0.949
MS+/C 0.931
MS+ITU 0.924
E/C 0.909
E-IW 0.908
MS-/C 0.894
EIW 0.894
MS-ITU 0.888
MS+IW 0.882
EFC/C -0.840
LlTU 0.533 -0.411
LlC 0.519 -0.366
LlW 0.439 -0.435
KWT/LW 0.884
KWTIW 0.879
SWT/LW 0.877
SWT/W 0.854
KWTF 0.649 0.624
SWT/WT 0.694 0.564
SWT/LWT 0.692 0.518
SWTF 0.424 0.780
KWF 0.508 0.713
LWT/LW 0.596 -0.617
LWT/W 0.540 ·0.645
WT/W 0.451 -0.752
WIM 0.935
LWF 0.932
SWF 0.920
NC-/TU 0.902
NC-/C 0.894
W/S 0.536 0.518
NC+/TU 0.552 0.776
NC+/C 0.564 0.770
C/TU 0.416 0.582 0.482
INFC/C 0.927
INFCITU 0.927
FC/TU 0.953
FC/C 0.881
DC/C 0.388 0.484 0.714
DC/TU 0.426 0.574 0.614

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization.
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As mentioned above, the six components identified in Tables 12 and 13 accounted

for over 67% of the total explained variance among all variables, with Component 1

accounting for the most variance (20.1 %) and Component 6 the least (7.5%). Closer

inspection of the variables contained within each component reveals the underlying

nature of each factor. For example, Component 1 appears to be an accuracy measure, as

all of the potential marker variables of that component are measures of accuracy. In

particular, those measures that count total errors (e.g., E-/TU, E-IC, E/TU) seem to load

especially highly, suggesting that the sheer number of errors rather than the type or

gravity of the error is the underlying nature of this factor, as was surmised in the

discussion of accuracy correlations.

While Component 1 measures accuracy, Component 2 seems to be a lexical

sophistication factor. As displayed, lexical ratio measures like KWT/LWand SWT/LW

load most heavily on Component 2, thus leading to the conclusion that less commonly

used English words comprise a distinct factor, one that accounts for 12% ofthe total

variance, in fact. Interestingly, however, this factor shares several variables with

Component 3. For example, the measures KWTF and SWTF load heavily on both

Components 2 and 3. Recall that these particular measures were initially deemed lexical

frequency measures when they were created in response to the seemingly low

correlations between the lexical ratio measures and rater scores (see Tables 10 and 11).

However, closer inspection of the other variables in Component 3 reveals an interesting

finding: the fluency variable W/M is the most heavily loading variable (.935). Hence, it

appears that lexical frequency measures like KWTF and KWF, as well as some lexical
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ratio measures like SWT/WT and SWTILWT, load on factors involving both fluency and

lexical sophistication. Moreover, if one looks at the list of variables in the far left column

of Table 16, it becomes clear that as the sophistication of the lexical measure decreases

(i.e., K -7 S -7 L -7 W), the measure's loading moves away from lexical sophistication

toward fluency. In fact, the so-called lexical frequency measures LWF and SWF are

actually fluency measures. Another interesting finding comparing Components 2 and 3

is the highly negative loadings ofLWT/LW, LWT/W, and WT/W on Component 3. All

three of these lexical ratios are the commonly used type-token ratios once common in

measurements of lexical range and diversity. However, as the data show, these ratios

have an inverse relation to fluency, meaning that as fluency increases, the ratio of unique

to total words in a written text actually decreases, a result found often in the past

(Malvern and Richards, 2002).

Components 4,5, and 6 are interesting in that each is measuring some aspect of

syntactic complexity. For example, in Component 4, the most heavily loading factors are

NC-/TU and NC-IC, which measure the ratio of non-finite clauses (less infinitivals) to

total clauses. Component 5, on the other hand, finds the ratio measures INFCIC and

INFC/TU most heavily loaded, which are infinitival clause measures. Therefore, it

makes sense that the measures NC+/TU and NC+IC load on both factors, since these

factors are measures of total nonfinite clauses per T-unit/clause, including infinitivals.

However, since they load more heavily on Component 5 than 4, it seems that infinitival

clauses likely account for a large part of the variance explained by all nonfinite clauses.
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Finally, Component 6 finds the finite clause ratio measures (FC/TU and FC/C)

with the highest loadings (.953 and .881, respectively). Despite these, however,

Component 6 once again shared its variables (e.g., NC+/TU and DC/TU) with other

components, just as Components 4 and 5 did. This particular discovery is unsurprising,

however, since both nonfinite and finite clauses comprise the larger category of

dependent clauses. Hence, such loadings lead to the conclusion that a single complexity

measure that accounts for both nonfinite and finite clauses (i.e. dependent clauses) might

be a complexity measure that can account for a larger portion of the variance than its

individual components.

One other intriguing variable among the complexity factors not yet mentioned is

the measure WIS. Recall that Wolfe-Quintero, et al. (1998) chose to treat all word ratios

as measures of fluency (p. 14). However, it is clear that in this particular case, the

number of words per sentence is more a measure of complexity than it is a measure of

fluency since it loads heavily on Components 4 and 6 (complexity factors) but not at all

on Component 3 (the fluency factor). As a result, it seems that word ratio delimiters

involving time can be considered fluency measures, but delimiters involving unit length

(e.g., TU and S) are measures of complexity.

In summary, through an exploratory factor analysis, six distinct factors were

found to account for two-thirds of the total explained variance among all of the linguistic

variables included in this study. Of those six, the lone accuracy factor (Component 1)

accounted for 20% of the total variance, the lexical sophistication factor (Component 2)

accounted for an additional 12%, the fluency measure (Component 3) 11 %, and the three
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complexity measures (Component 4 to 6) combined an additional 24%. However, the

results of this factor analysis must be interpreted cautiously because it is unclear whether

assumptions such as linearity and multivariate normality have been satisfied.

3.3. Multiple Regression and Discriminant Analysis

The final step ofthe linguistic analysis conducted in this study involved a

multiple regression and discriminant analysis, designed to determine how much of the

variance in rater scores could be explained by the linguistic factors analyzed in this study

relative to the analytic and holistic scores, respectively. By synthesizing theoretical

considerations with the findings of the factor analysis conducted earlier, a hierarchical

multiple regression and discriminant analysis involving six predictor variables (E-/W,

W/M, KWT/LWT, FC/TU, INFC/TU, and NC-/TU) were conducted.

Table 14. Summary of hierarchical multiple regression data
Model Summary

Std. Change Statistics
Error of R

R Adjusted the Square F Sig. F Durbin-
Model R Square R Square Estimate Change Change dfl df2 Change Watson

1 0.572 0.328 0.321 5.882 0.328 46.786 1 96 0.000
2 0.696 0.485 0.474 5.175 0.157 29.027 1 95 0.000
3 0.742 0.550 0.536 4.862 0.065 13.628 1 94 0.000
4 0.746 0.556 0.537 4.858 0.006 1.168 1 93 0.283
5 0.746 0.556 0.532 4.884 0.000 0.003 1 92 0.954
6 0.749 0.562 0.533 4.878 0.006 1.209 1 91 0.274 2.014

a Predictors: E-/W
b Predictors: E-/W, W/M
c Predictors: E-/W, WIM, KWTILWT
d Predictors: E-/W, WIM, KWTILWT, FC/TU
e Predictors: E-/W, W/M, KWT/LWT, FC/TU, NC-/TU
f Predictors: E-/W, W/M, KWT/LWT, FClTU, NC-/TU, INFC/TU
g Dependent Variable: Analytic Score
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As Table 14 indicates, the accuracy measure (E-/W, total errors per word, less

mechanical errors), fluency measure (W/M, words per minute), and lexical sophistication

measure (KWT/LWT, total number of unique sophisticated lexical words per unique

lexical words, excluding proper nouns and numbers) each correlated significantly with

analytic scores (i.e., Sig. F change < .000) as they were added to the model, ultimately

accounting for 55% of the total variance in the scores (Model 3, R2 = .550). On the other

hand, none of the complexity measures (FC/TU, NC-/TU, and INFC/TU) did, as

indicated by their lack of significance with respect to the change in F (.283, .954, and

.274, respectively, all n.s.). As a result, the complexity measures were dropped from the

model, leaving only the accuracy, fluency, and lexical sophistication measures.

One other noteworthy highlight contained in the regression data of Table 15 is the

Durbin-Watson coefficient. As shown, it was 2.014, which indicates that the condition of

independent observations (i.e., an absence of autocorrelation among the predictor

variables) was met, an important assumption in multiple linear regression (Garson, 2005).

Following a reduction of the regression model to three predictor variables, other

data were collected, and they are displayed in Table 15.
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Table 15. Summary of other regression data
ANOVA

SUllof
Model Squares df Mean Square F Sig.
Regression 1618.740 1 1618.74 46.786 0.000

1 Residual 3321.503 96 34.599
Total 4940.243 97
Regression 2396.089 2 1198.044 44.736 0.000

2 Residual 2544.155 95 26.781
Total 4940.243 97
Regression 2718.227 3 906.076 38.331 0.000

3 Residual 2222.017 94 23.638
Total 4940.243 97

A Predictors: E-/W
B Predictors: E-/W, W/M
C Predictors: E-/W, W/M, KWTILWT
D Dependent Variable: Analytic Score

Coefficients
Std

Unstd Coefficients Coefficients 95% CI forB Correlations Collinearity
Std. Zero-

Model B Error Beta T Sig. Lower Upper order Partial Part Tolerance
-

1
EN/W -88.038 12.871 -0.572 -6.84 0.000 -113.6 -62.5 -0.57 -0.57 0.57 1.00

-
2 EN/W -75.075 11.577 -0.488 -6.49 0.000 -98.1 -52.1 -0.57 -0.55 0.48 0.96

W/M 1.513 0.281 0.406 5.39 0.000 1.0 2.1 0.51 0.48 0.40 0.96
-

3
ENIW -71.249 10.926 -0.463 -6.52 0.000 -92.9 -49.6 -0.57 -0.56 0.45 0.95
W/M 1.343 0.268 0.360 5.01 0.000 0.8 1.9 0.51 0.46 0.35 0.93
KWTILWT 24.749 6.704 0.261 3.69 0.000 11.4 38.1 0.39 0.36 0.26 0.95

a Dependent Variable: Analytic Score
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As the F value of Model 3 in Table 15 reveals, the regression model with only

three predictor variables had a statistically significant relationship with the dependent

variable, where F(3, 94) = 38.331, p < .000. In fact, as the standardized (Beta)

coefficients of Model 3 demonstrate, not only did all three variables contribute

significantly to rater scores, but they did so in unique ways, meaning that each predictor

variable contributed significantly while holding the other two predictor variables

constant. The independence of these variables was further confirmed by the Tolerance

values, which demonstrate that there is virtually no collinearity among the variables

themselves, another important condition that must be satisfied for a linear regression

analysis to generate meaningful results (Garson, 2005).

To gain a better appreciation of the relationships that the variables shared with

rater scores, Figure 6 displays the scatterplot of the regression model.
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Figure 6. Scatterplot of the predicted value

As is visually apparent, the combination of the three predictor variables

demonstrates a positive linear correlation with the analytic scores. Individually speaking,

how each predictor variable uniquely contributed to the variance in rater scores is

revealed below in the partial scatterplots that were generated (see Figures 7 to 9).
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Partial Regression Plot
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Figure 7. Partial regression scatterplot of the predictor variable, E-/W
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Partial Regression Plot
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Figure 9. Partial regression scatterplot of the predictor variable,
KWT/LWT

As the partial regression plots illustrate, the accuracy measure (E-/W)

demonstrated a stronger (negative) linear relationship with rater scores than did the other

two measures, with the lexical measure (KWT/LWT) demonstrating only a slightly

positive linear relationship.

To complete the visual representation of the data collected during the regression,

two other figures were generated, a histogram of the standardized residuals (Figure 10)

and a scatterplot of the standardized residuals relative to the standardized predicted scores

(Figure 11).
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Figure 10. Histogram of the standardized residuals
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Figure 11. Scatterplot of the standardized residuals relative to the
standardized predicted scores
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The relatively normal distribution of the standardized residuals depicted in Figure 10, as

well as the random pattern of the scatterplot in Figure 11, satisfy two more conditions of

multiple regression, that of normally distributed error and linearity. In fact, to the extent

possible, the author satisfied all of the underlying assumptions of multiple linear

regression. Aside from those mentioned above, the dependent variable does not seem to

be a cause of any of the independent variables (non-recursivity), there was no over-fitting

in an attempt to increase the R-squared value, the data are continuous and unbounded,

they were not censored or truncated, and there is an absence ofmulticollinearity.

Moreover, it is assumed that all of the variables have the same underlying distribution

and that homoscedasticity was achieved, as demonstrated by the randomness of the

standardized residual errors in Figure 11.

In contrast to the multiple regression applied to the analytic scores, which are

interval data, a discriminant analysis was conducted with the holistic data because they

are categorical. Table 16 summarizes the descriptive statistics for the marker variables

identified in the factor analysis.
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Table 16. Descriptive statistics for the marker variables
Placement Linguistic Mean Std.

Level Feature Deviation
73 E-/W 0.127 0.048
83 E-/W 0.088 0.035
EX E-/W 0.059 0.036
73 W/M 5.655 1.456
83 WIM 6.785 1.864
EX WIM 8.127 2.465
73 KWT/LWT 0.256 0.054
83 KWTILWT 0.285 0.086
EX KWT/LWT 0.323 0.069
73 FC/TU 0.501 0.219
83 FC/TU 0.485 0.199

EX FC/TU 0.523 0.121
73 NC-/TU 0.159 0.111
83 NC-/TU 0.175 0.142
EX NC-/TU 0.222 0.133
73 INFC/TU 0.249 0.197
83 INFC/TU 0.281 0.128
EX INFC/TU 0.324 0.178

E-/W = errors per word, less mechalllcal errors; W1M = words per minute;
KWTILWT = unique sophisticated words per unique lexical words; FC/TU
"" finite clauses per T-unit; NC-ITU = nonfinite clauses less infinitival
clauses per T-unit; INFCITU = infinitival clauses per T-unit

As Table 16 illustrates, all but the complexity measure FC/TU exhibited progressive

increases or decreases in their relationship, which was expected. Nevertheless, certain

variables were able to discriminate among holistic levels far better, as shown below in

Tables 17 and 18, the primary results of the discriminant analysis.

Table 17. Structure Matrix
Linguistic Function

Feature 1 2

E-/W 0.719 0.269
W/M -0.537 0.456
KWT/LWT 0.001 0.553
FC/TU -0.154 0.548

NC-/TU -0.346 0.395

INFC/TU -0.173 0.222
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T bl 18 E'a e 1genva ues
%of Cumulative Canonical

Function Eigenvalue Variance % Correlation
1 0.635 98.2 98.2 0.623
2 0.011 1.8 100 0.107

The first two canonIcal dlscnmmant functIOns were used m the
analysis.

As the data in the structure matrix in Table 17 illustrate, the accuracy measure (E-/W)

and fluency measure (W/M) were the strongest discriminators of Function 1, while

Function 2 was much less clear. In fact, the Eigenvalue of each function in Table 18

indicates that over 98% of the total variance explained by the two functions is explained

by Function I alone, so the more comparable loadings of the predictor variables on

Function 2 are of less import in any case. Moreover, the canonical correlation of

Function 1 indicates that 38.8% (.623 * .623) of the total variance in holistic scores can

be explained by Function 1, while virtually none of the variance can be explained by

Function 2 (1.1 % or .107 * .107). Therefore, the values for Wilks' Lambda, as illustrated

in Table 19 below, come as no surprise.

Table 19. Wilks'Lambda
Test of Wilks' Chi-

Function(s) Lambda square Df Sig.
1 through 2 0.605 46.518 12.000 0.000

2 0.989 1.055 5.000 0.958

In short, only Function 1 of the discriminant analysis is able to predict holistic scores

with any success, doing so just under 39% of the time. Actual predictions and original

placements are summarized in Table 20 below.
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Table 20. Classification results

Level
Predicted Group Membership

Total
73 83 EX

73 26 13 0 39
Original Count 83 9 39 2 50

EX 1 6 2 9
68.4% of original grouped cases correctly classified.

As the classification results in Table 20 indicate, the measures included in the

discriminant analysis were able to correctly classify 68.4% of the original cases, with the

most success at level 83 (78%,39/50), followed by level 73 (67%,26/39), and then

exempt (22%, 2/9).
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CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION

4.1. The Relationship between Holistic and Analytic Scores

As the results ofthis study indicate, level placements based on the holistic scores

do not correlate as well with the analytical scores as one might expect considering the

fact that both scoring procedures are ostensibly measuring the same construct. This

fmding is even more disconcerting given the fact that both scoring procedures, while

imperfect, seem to have achieved acceptable levels of reliability in their own way. As a

result, the reason for this divergence is not immediately clear.

To summarize the earlier findings, it appears that analytic raters were more

heavily influenced by both fluency and accuracy measures with respect to the correlation

coefficients that were calculated during the individual data analysis due to the nature of

the scale and the fact that composite scores were generated. On the other hand, analysis

of the group means of each linguistic measure used in this study offered a different

perspective, namely that the relatively error-free essays had a much greater chance of

being deemed exempt by the holistic raters than by the analytic raters. In addition, all

four linguistic categories measured experienced differences at each level of placement.

Next, the lexical measures analyzed in this study varied in influence, with ratio measures

oflexical sophistication faring well, while frequency measures were less clear, with some

even appearing to be measures of fluency rather than lexis. Moreover, virtually none of

the lexical measures correlated highly with the vocabulary criterion on the Jacobs, et al.

scale, which is a concern in its own right. Finally, the complexity measures, while robust
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in terms of illustrating language development, showed almost no .correlation with either

set of rating scores despite accounting for a combined 24% of the variance. For obvious

reasons, this result was unexpected.

Considering the lack of clarity that the objective measures of this study provide

with respect to the holistic-analytic score divergence, an in-depth investigation of the

essay samples seems necessary to uncover why the holistic readers rated some of the

essays so differently than the analytic readers. To pursue this investigation, five essays

with widely diverging scores were selected for comparison, with their scores summarized

below in Table 21.

I t rf' t£ filyt'dfh r fT bl 21 Sa e ummaryo o IS lC an ana lC scores or lve se ec pa lClpan s
P# Sex Native Lge Form Q Words Holistic Analytic
9 F Korean A 1 271 EX 66
17 M Chinese A 2 379 EX 70
34 M Vietnamese D 1 188 83 56
23 F Vietnamese A 2 454 83 86
56 F Indonesian B 1 432 73 69

As illustrated in Table 21 above, the upper three participants placed highly despite

their relatively weak analytic scores, while the latter two participants achieved relatively

high analytic scores compared to their holistic placements. In a search for common

characteristics among the five that might be able to explain such divergence, each was

examined linguistically using the same four measures used during the group means

analysis. The results are given in Tables 22 and 23 below, as well as graphically in

Figures 12 and 13.
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1 .I .dT bI 22 L·a e IngwStlC measure ata re ahve to an IncreaSIng ana ytlC score
Analytic W/M EFC DCrrU KWT

P34 56 1.00 1.00 1.19 1.00
P9 66 1.44 2.29 1.95 2.16

P56 69 2.30 2.86 1.00 2.58
PI7 70 2.02 3.71 1.62 3.05
P23 86 2.41 3.29 1.79 3.53

h hr· II .dT bi 23 L·a e IngUlStlC measure ata re atlve to t e o IStlC p. acement eve
Holistic W/M EFC DC/TU KWT

P56 73 2.30 2.86 1.00 2.58
P34 83 1.00 1.00 1.19 1.00
P23 83 2.41 3.29 1.79 3.53
P9 EX 1.44 2.29 1.95 2.16
PI7 EX 2.02 3.71 1.62 3.05

Linguistic Measures vs. Analytic Scores
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Figure 12. Linguistic measures relative to increasing analytic scores
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Linguistic Measures vs. Holistic Level
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Figure 13. Linguistic measures relative to increasing holistic placement level

Visual inspection of the bar graphs in Figures 12 and 13 above clearly reveals

where the divergence in rater scores occurred, at least with respect to the linguistic

measures analyzed in this study. As illustrated in Figure 12, the analytic scores of the

five participants correlated relatively well with every linguistic measure except

complexity (DC/TV). In particular, there was a perfect (ordinal) correlation with the

lexical measure, KWTILWT. In contrast, the holistic scores in Figure 13 were extremely

erratic with respect to the four linguistic measures, correlating well only with the

complexity measure. The logical conclusion, therefore, would be that the holistic raters

focused on complexity in making placement decisions, while the analytic raters focused

on other measures. Unfortunately, this conclusion is unfounded because, as mentioned

earlier, none of the complexity measures correlated well with either the holistic or

analytic scores overall. As a result, the only other reasonable conclusion seems to be that
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the holistic scores for these particular participants are aberrations, which, if true, supports

claims made in previous research that holistic scores tend to be less reliable than analytic

scores (e.g., Weigle, 2002).

In light of these findings, it seems that a multiple regression model of salient

linguistic measures is more suited to the analytically scored data than the holistically

scored data. Moreover, given the seemingly erratic nature of the holistic scores from a

linguistic perspective, it seems necessary to examine the essays from a different

perspective to uncover exactly what may have caused these unreliable results.

Of the five essays initially selected for comparison, two in particular were chosen

for an in-depth analysis due to their exceptionally divergent results. The first is P9's

essay, with Figure 14 containing the text of his essay, as it appeared when evaluated by

the two sets of raters:
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A Korean soldier was captured and died cruelly during the war between Iraq and the

United States ofAmerica. The scene of his death was spreaded out online and people were in

sorrow without being able to state a word when they watched it by any accident.

Back in history, there were endless wars among countries or within a country with

diverse reasons. They were to conquer the better places for people, to appeal hostilities of

religious or racious differencials, or to show its power off. It did happened almost every year in

history when there were no developments of tequenics, science and mordernized educations in

order to obtain better lives.

Today, however, we live on earth where every country has settled down, has flourished

with unique cultures, and own lives. We speak out about globalization trades, agreements and

treaties to achieve mutual development that each of us can grow up at the same time. In this 21 st

Century the time when we have enough supplies, high teqnologies, international institutes and

good education. Under any umbrella of political or economical reason, war or any action

accompanied suffering should not be abused. There is further wise way if we keep the best

consideration of peace that guarantee smiles, no death and no poverty in one's family. ,We are to

be wise enough to find alternatives.

Various United Institutes and international organizations are working as well as hoping

toward the peaceful world. They believe, so do I, that one day the dreams will be come true if all

people look and move toward the same direction where countries can be brothers and sisters.

Figure 14. Participant 9's placement exam essay

At first glance, it would seem that the holistic raters may have rated this essay so

favorably in part due to its seemingly mature choice of words. As shown, the essay does

contain some mature phrases (e.g., "died cruelly", "scene of his death", "were in

sorrow"). On the other hand, some words were misspelled ("tequenics" and

"mordernized"), while others were outright errors ("racious differencials"). As explained

earlier, spelling and other mechanical errors yielded little influence over rater scores.

However, the same cannot be said for lexical errors, which did correlate significantly
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with both holistic and analytic scores (e.g., LlW = -.423 and -.511, P < .000,

respectively). Therefore, these errors should offset some of the strength that the word

choice exhibits, which in turn should diminish the amount of influence they had on

holistic scores.

If the above is true, then another possible explanation for the holistic scores is that

the essay seems well-organized, meaning it has an easily recognizable introduction, body,

and conclusion. Since holistic raters were more heavily influenced by organization than

by any other analytic scale criterion (.538, See Table 3), this is perhaps the reason they

considered this essay worthy of exemption. On the other hand, despite its sound

organization, the essay itself is relatively short. At a count of only 271 words, this essay

is about 52 words shorter than the mean length of all essays (mean =: 322.9). As such, it

could be that the analytic raters felt that the essay was too short (i.e. underdeveloped)

despite being well-organized, while the holistic raters were unfazed by the length because

of its sound organization (i.e. it seemed complete). Examination of the individual

criterion scores for P9 below seem to indicate that this might be the case:

Table 24. Individual criterion analytic scores for Participant 9
Content Org Vocab Lge Use Mech Total

Part (30) (20) (20) (25) (5) (100)
9 20 15 13 15 3 66

As shown in Table 24, P9 achieved a score of only 20 out of 30 on content, which

is equivalent to a qualitative rating of "Fair to Poor" on the Jacobs, et al. scale. Given the

fact that content correlated more highly with fluency than any of the other four individual

scale criteria (.586), it would seem that analytic raters did indeed downgrade this essay
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due to its length (i.e., its seeming lack of development). In turn, since content wields the

most influence on overall rater scores due to its heavy weighting (30% of the total score),

such a low content rating seems to have heavily influenced the overall analytic score.

Examining the other scale criterion scores further, only organization earned a

qualitative rating of "Good to Average", while all other criteria fell into the "Fair to

Poor" range. In particular, the raters credited P9 with only 13 of a possible 20 points in

the vocabulary section. Interestingly, this conflicts with the subjective comment made

earlier that some of the word choice in the essay seems mature. However, closer

examination of the actual words within the text potentially reveals the nature of this

discrepancy.

Holistically speaking, many of the so-called mature language examples are

actually phrases that contain relatively common words, but when considered together,

reflect an uncommon (i.e., sophisticated) use. For example, in paragraph 3, P9 starts a

sentence with the phrase "We speak out about. .. ", which, at least to the author, seems to

be a subtly complex use of English despite the relatively common words used. Here,

"We" in this case is used to describe people in general, a rhetorical form not commonly

produced by non-native writers ofEnglish.5 In addition, the phrasal verb "speak out

about", while perhaps informal, is both effective and uncommon among non-native

writers, which lends credence to the belief that this is sophisticated word choice despite

the common nature of the individual words. Put another way, the particular cluster of

5 The subjective commentary contained in this section of the discussion is based purely
on the author's own experiences as a teacher of academic English to international
graduate students. It is in no way based on any objectively quantifiable measures.
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words in many cases is what gives the language its sophistication rather than the

individual words themselves. As a result, if analytic raters analyze word choice at the

word level in order to arrive at a score for the vocabulary criterion, it is possible that the

resulting score will be lower than is justifiably warranted.

In short, while the holistic raters presumably were influenced by the seeming

completeness ofP9's essay (as manifested through its structurally sound organization),

the analytic raters were less impressed due to its seeming lack of development (as

manifested through the essay's relatively short length). Moreover, divergence in rating

the quality of word choice may have occurred, depending on whether the vocabulary was

rated from a global perspective or at the word level. If such interpretations are true, then

they speak to the face validity of each scale. In other words, are essays best judged

impressionistically after a single reading (i.e., holistically), or are they best judged

analytically, with repeated examinations of the text from different aspects of writing

proficiency? While it is clear that scholars are divided on this issue philosophically, the

analytic ratings of this study are more in line with common measures of linguistic

development, so it could be the case that analytic scores are indeed more reliable than

holistic scores.

In direct contrast to P9, P23's essay is noteworthy in that it received the highest

analytic score of all 98 participant essays, yet it earned a level placement of 83 rather

than being deemed exempt. To put this result in perspective, P23 scored 20 points higher

on the analytic scale than did P9, yet he was placed into a lower level. Given this huge

discrepancy in scores, P23' s essay certainly justifies further examination.
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Vietnam is a multiethnic society with 54 ethnic groups residing from low lands to up lands making

the S-shape of the country. The Kinh group (or Viet group) is the dominant group which accounts for 87%

of the population. Other groups such as Gia Rai, Tay, Homong, Cham and so on belong to thirteen percent

left of the population. Because of the complexity of ethnic relations, the Vietnamese Party and

Government consider the task of improving harmony and solidarity among ethnic groups as one of the

priorities for the success of the nation in international competition. This paper will discuss about some of

the positive changes in the political system towards the issue of ethnic groups in Vietnam in recent years.

To begin with, nowadays the Vietnamese Party and Government pay much attention to bringing

equality of opportunity for minority people, especially in the educational field. Looking back at about ten

years ago, Vietnamese people can see the difference very clearly. In the past, although the leaders of

Education Ministry always said that children all have the right to education in the best condition provided

by the society, only a few opportunities for children of ethnic groups. There have not been enough

supports for the poor but willing-to-study minority children. With the article 35_ current constitution

issued in the year 2000 that "Equality of opportunity in education", today children of ethnic groups,

especially children from disadvantaged areas where most minority inhabitants earn their living by farming

can go to school without worrying too much about school fee. Of course, it is still difficult for the

Vietnamese government to cover all the expenses of school under the present economic reform, but at least,

the leaders in Vietnamese political system nowadays try to give children of ethnic groups who their poor

parents could not support them to study an equal chance to education.

Not only in educational field the Vietnamese Government try to bring equality for people of ethnic

groups but also more and more high social status occupations are given to minority people in recent years.

The minority people can become teacher, doctor, or government officers thanks to the positive changes

about ethnic relations in Vietnam society. It is clear to say that the Vietnamese Government put a great

deal of effort in making the relations among ethnic groups more and more stronger based on the recent

policy of bringing equality.

To sum up, although the relations among ethnic groups in Vietnam society somehow are complex

because of the multiethnic nature, the Vietnamese Party and Government have gained some achievements

in creating an atmosphere of harmony and solidarity in the society. However, it is not simply the

Government's duty but also the Vietnamese citizens' responsibilities.

Figure 15. Participant 23' s placement exam essay
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Analysis of P23' s essay in Figure 15 almost immediately reveals that it is more

well-developed and well-written than P9's, given its greater length and idea development,

as well as its more accurate language use and wider range of sophisticated vocabulary.

However, to confirm what seems to be readily apparent, Tables 25 and 26 below display

a comparison of the linguistic data in the essays written by P9 and P23.

Table 25. Linguistic measure data (raw) for P9 and P23
WIM EFC DCITU KWT

P9 6.02 16.00 1.64 41.00
P23 10.09 23.00 1.50 67.00

Table 26. Linguistic measure data (ratio) for P9 and P23
WIM EFC DC/TU KWT

P9 1.00 1.00 1.09 1.00

P23 1.68 1.44 1.00 1.63

As confirmed by Tables 25 and 26, P23 's essay is substantially more advanced

(linguistically speaking) than is P9's essay. In fact, P9's only advantage is that his essay

is slightly more complex linguistically, but again, complexity measures seem to have

little correlation with rater scores, so the fact that P23 scored 20 points higher on the

analytic scale is logical. More specifically, Table 26 demonstrates that P23' s essay

contained 68% more words, 63% more uniquely sophisticated words, and 44% more

syntactically accurate clauses. As a result, the analytic scores displayed in Table 27

below yield no surprises:

Table 27. Analytic score comparison ofP9 and P23
Content Org Vocab Lge Use Mech Total

(30) (20) (20) (25) (5) (100)
P9 20 15 13 15 3 66

P23 27 18 18 19 4 86
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As illustrated in Table 27, P23 scored higher on every criterion score, which

explains the especially large difference in overall score. In particular, P23 scored seven

points higher in content, which further lends legitimacy to the belief that analytic raters

seem to view text length as linked to idea development. It is also interesting to note that

the scale criterion on which the two participants were rated the closest (on a percentage

basis) is organization. As mentioned earlier, P9 wrote a well-organized essay. However,

P23 wrote an equally well~organizedessay (when viewed from the perspective of having

a clear introduction, body, and conclusion), yet included more content, which might

explain why P23 was given a slight edge in organization. Finally, P23 earned

substantially higher scores for both vocabulary and language use, which again seem

justified considering the magnitude of the differences between their respective lexical

sophistication and accuracy measures.

In short, P23's essay is clearly more well-developed linguistically, as well as

being seemingly more "proficient" when subjective characteristics such as coherence are

taken into consideration. Therefore, the sizable gap in analytic scores makes perfect

sense. What does not make sense, however, is why P9's essay was deemed exempt, yet

P23' s was not. No explanation is readily apparent, so it must be attributed to some

unidentified rater error. Interestingly, such error is not unique to the University of

Hawai'i's college-level ESL program (see, e.g., Smith, 1993), so the findings of this

analysis lend further support to Weigle's (2002) claim that analytic rating scales are

indeed more reliable than holistic scales.
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4.2. Predicting Group Membership Based on Linguistic Features

Given the fact that the holistic scores of this study seemed more prone to error of

this sort than the analytic scores, the analytic scoring system used in this study seems to

be more reliable. However, some evidence has been offered which demonstrates that the

particular analytic score in this study contains certain criteria and descriptors that seem to

have little bearing on the outcomes ofplacement test scores (i.e., complexity and

mechanics), so the validity of the scores is questionable.

In order to address this concern, a multiple linear regression was conducted to

determine whether a linguistic model could be created that would be capable of

predicting rater scores with some degree of accuracy. To this end, the results of the

regression analysis discussed earlier confirmed what had been becoming clear even

before the regression: three linguistic factors heavily influenced rater scores: accuracy,

fluency, and lexis. In fact, recall that a combination of the linguistic measures E-/W,

W/M, and KWT/LWT predicted 55% of the total variance among rater scores, which is

very encouraging since it appears a linguistic model can indeed predict rater scores with

some degree of success. That said, 45% of the variance in the scores remained

unexplained by the model, so it seems that no single linguistic model can be created to

fully predict rater scores. Nevertheless, if these three measures were transformed into

new scale criteria and included as part of a revised analytic rating scale that included one

or two other revised nonlinguistic criteria, then it might be possible to create a more

efficient and valid analytic scale than the one used in this study.
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To advance this concept further, an alternate analytic scale was created, which is

depicted in Figure 16 below.

Criteria Rating Command Descriptors

Poor
Virtually no mastery of sentence construction rules
Dominated by errors; nearly or completely incomprehensible

Fair
Major problems with constructions

Syntactic Many syntactic errors; only partially comprehensible
Accuracy

Good
Some problems with constructions
Some syntactic errors, but mostly comprehensible

Excellent
Very few problems with constructions
Few or no syntactic errors; completely comprehensible

Poor Less than 200 words

Fluency
Fair 200-275 words

(45 Min)
Good 276-375 words

Excellent More than 375 words

Poor
limited range; some lexical words used repeatedly when
alternatives exist (e.g., pronouns, synonyms); weak word choice

Fair
some range demonstrated; simplified vocabulary used when

Lexical more sophisticated alternatives exist; some repetition
Sophistication

Good
good range demonstrated; more advanced vocabulary mixed
with some simplistic vocabulary; little repetition

Excellent
excellent range; several examples of sophisticated vocabulary;
examples of idiomatic usage and appropriate register

Poor
complete lack of development; no clear main ideas; total lack of
supporting detail for ideas

Fair
little development; some main ideas, but lacks much support

Development for the ideas;
of Ideas

Good
reasonable development; clear main ideas; offers support for
ideas through personal example or elaboration

Excellent
very clear main ideas; offers substantial and varied support for
main ideas through examples, elaboration, and evidence

Poor
no apparent organization of ideas; lacks clear introduction, body
and conclusion; few or no real paragraphs

Fair
some semblance of an introduction, body and conclusion; at

Structural least some sequencing of ideas within and between paragraphs
Organization recognizable introduction, body and conclusion; has a thesis;

Good ideas within and between paragraphs are sequenced mostly
logically

Excellent
clear introduction, body and conclusion; has a clear thesis;
all ideas logically organized, both within and between paragraphs

Figure 16. Proposed rating scale based on the findings ofthis study
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As indicated in Figure 16, there are five criteria in the proposed scale, which

corresponds to the number of criteria in the Jacobs, et al. scale. Note, however, that each

criterion has been drastically modified to account for the findings of this study. First, in

light of the considerable influence syntactic accuracy had on both sets of scores, a

criterion was created with descriptors that solely addresses accuracy. Note also that the

descriptors of the revised criterion diverge quite considerably from those in the language

use criterion ofthe Jacobs, et al. scale (see Figure 2). Specifically, they make no mention

of complexity. Again, since complexity measures demonstrated little correlation with

either the holistic or analytic scores of this study due to the narrow proficiency range of

the test takers, inclusion of a criterion that accounts for complexity seems unnecessary

despite the fact such measures account for 24% of the total explained variance. Finally,

mechanical errors were eliminated from the accuracy measure as well, again based on

their seemingly nonexistent connection to rater scores.

The second criterion of the proposed scale is fluency, which was created to take

into account its significant correlation with rater scores. Note that the segregation of

fluency from organization is a divergence from the Jacobs, et al. scale, which includes

fluency in its organization descriptors. Moreover, this criterion was reduced to a simple

word count based on the current 45-minute placement test, taking into consideration the

group mean word counts of each placement level, thereby ensuring that the criterion is

treated as objectively as possible. In fact, all three linguistic measures ideally would

remain objective measures rather than being converted into subjective criteria of an

analytic scale. However, given the fact that students currently handwrite their essays, the
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data entry alone would be an onerous task, much less the subsequent linguistic analysis.

As a result, for practical reasons, the best that one can hope for at this point in time is

precise descriptors that can help achieve similar results to the results that would be

generated by an objective analysis of the data.

Third, the criterion lexical sophistication was created to account for both the

breadth and depth of the text's lexis. While the Jacobs, et al. scale also contains a lexical

criterion (vocabulary), the proposed criterion places less emphasis on lexical errors and

more on the breadth and depth of the word choice since the combination of these two

factors seemed to have more heavily influenced rater scores. Considering the fact that

the lexical measures used in this study also correlated relatively poorly with the

vocabulary scores assigned by the raters, such a modification seems warranted, although

it remains unclear whether these particular modifications are any better for rating the

lexical sophistication of the writing sample.

Fourth, the Jacobs, et al. criterion content was modified to the criterion idea

development because there is evidence that ESL raters are ill-equipped to assess test

takers' knowledge of a prompt topic (Horowitz, 1991). On the other hand, the

development of main ideas through the addition of supporting detail seems to be a

universal quality of proficient writing, regardless of content. Note also that by altering

the descriptors in a way that encourages raters to focus only on the development of ideas

rather than the ideas themselves, it helps segregate some of the collinearity that content

and lexis seem to share, thus allowing lexical development to be rated independently of

idea development.
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Finally, a variant of the criterion organi~ation was retained from the Jacobs, et al.

scale, since it seems that its underlying principle (the logical sequencing of ideas) is an

important factor in determining the proficiency of a particular writing sample. Note,

however, that the criterion was renamed structural organization, again in an effort to

make the criteria as distinct from the others as possible. Recall from above that fluency

is interwoven into the organization criterion of the Jacobs, et al. scale. While this

confound has already been addressed by creating a separate fluency criterion, another

potential confound was created in that some raters could (mis)interpret idea development

and structural organization as being similar. In order to avoid this potential problem, note

the wording of each set ofdescriptors. By design, raters should be addressing the

structural organization of the essay at the paragraph level rather than at the sentence

level. In other words, the focus should be on identifying whether the writer knows how

to construct a paragraph, whether a thesis statement is included and where, whether there

is a recognizable introduction, body, and conclusion, and whether there is a logical

sequencing ofthe main ideas within the body of the essay. In this way, structural

organization should be treated separately from idea development, assuming proper

training on how to use the proposed scale is given.

In sum, the proposed analytic scale includes five criteria like the Jacobs, et al.

scale. However, three of the proposed criteria are based on the results of the regression

analysis, which yielded a model that accounted for 55% of the variance found in rater

scores. In addition, two additional nonlinguistic criteria - idea development and
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structural organization - were added in the belief that these two criteria would account

for a large portion of the 45% error variance found in the model.

Aside from the suggested criterion modifications proposed in Figure 16, notice

also another difference between the two scales - the scores of the proposed scale are not

summed because it is believed that all test takers must achieve a minimum level of

proficiency in each category in order to place into 83 or be deemed exempt. In this way,.
being particularly strong in two or three criteria cannot compensate for weaknesses in

other criteria when it comes to placement decisions.

Table 28. Placement decision criteria based on rater scores
Placement Criterion Minimum Ratinf!

Accuracy Excellent
Fluency Good

Exempt Lexical Sophistication Good
Idea Development Excellent
Organization Excellent
Accuracy Good
Fluency Fair

83 Lexical Sophistication Good
Idea Development Fair
Organization Fair

As illustrated above in Table 28, in order to gain exemption, test takers would

have to achieve a rating ofexcellent in the accuracy, idea development, and organization

areas since these three criteria seem to most heavily influence rater scores. On the other

hand, only ratings of good would have to be achieved in the fluency and lexical

sophistication categories to gain exemption because they seem to have less influence on

rater scores than do the other three criteria. With respect to fluency in particular, recall

that some relatively short essays were considered very well written (e.g., the group of C1
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test taker essays), while some longer essays were considered less so (P19: fluency = 457

words, holistic placement = 73, analytic score = 59). With such an imperfect correlation

between fluency and the quality of the text, it would be unreasonable not to exempt a test

taker merely because his/her essay was less than 276 words.

In contrast to gaining exemption, Table 28 illustrates that placement into 83

would require a minimum rating of good in accuracy and lexical sophistication, but only

a rating of fair in the other criteria. While this result may seem counterintuitive initially,

it is the author's experience that accuracy and lexis are more difficult for ESL learners to

develop than the other three criteria, so a longer period of instruction may be required for

their development. Conversely, learning how to sequence ideas logically and follow the

conventions of academic writing seem to be more readily acquired skills, so they do not

need to be as well-developed as accuracy and lexis upon entering 83.

In short, if test takers were to exhibit excellent command of both accuracy and

writing conventions, they would be deemed exempt. If, however, they had a good

command of accuracy but were less proficient in writing conventions, then they would

place into 83. Finally, irrespective of whatever other strengths test takers were to

possess, if they exhibited weaknesses in accuracy and lexis, then they would place into 73

to maximize their opportunity to strengthen their syntactic/lexical development before

having to face non-ELI courses alone two semesters later. 6

6 Note that some scholars recommend creating distinct classes based on the types of
problems students are having (Kroll, 1990). While such a division would be ideal,
resource constraints seem to preclude such a solution since many more teachers would be
needed to teach the more specialized groups.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

5.1. Implications

Based on the findings of this study, it would seem that the English Language

Institute (ELI) at the University of Hawai'i could be conducting better assessment of their

writing placement tests. As illustrated, the current holistic system of scoring has been

shown to be susceptible to indeterminable rater error. As a result, it appears that at least

some of the former writing placement test takers were misplaced based on their holistic

assessments. The exact ramification of this finding is unclear, but it undoubtedly calls

into question the reliability of the ELI's current scoring procedures.

That said, the Jacobs, et al. (1981) analytic scale employed in this study, while

widely used and seemingly more reliable than the holistic scores, is not necessarily the

best replacement for the current rating procedures. First, it forces raters to assess the

content of the writing samples, something they are ill-equipped to do. Second, it contains

criteria that are seemingly irrelevant to raters, despite their importance in overall

language development (e.g., syntactic complexity). Third, it seems to confound measures

that are important in determining proficiency, but in independent ways (e.g., fluency is

combined with organization, lexical errors are combined with vocabulary rather than

language use, and lexical sophistication seems to be a natural component of content).

Finally, it somewhat arbitrarily assigns weights to the various criteria without

justification.

In light of these findings, it seems that the ELI should employ an analytic scale

rather than a holistic scale in its placement test ratings, but only one that more accurately
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and efficiently assesses writing proficiency than does the Jacobs, et al. scale. To satisfy

this objective, a modified analytic scale and set of placement guidelines have been

proposed. Naturally, the revised scale and placement guidelines would have to undergo

extensive pilot testing with trained raters, preferably using the same sample data used in

this study, to determine if they are effective in accomplishing the cited goals. If such

pilot testing were conducted and necessary modifications were made, it seems that the

ELI would make substantial progress toward further strengthening its writing assessment

process.

5.2. Limitations of this Study

Despite the relatively clear findings of this study, they nevertheless suffer from at

least two major limitations. First, the sample size of this study was limited to 98 writing

samples. While a substantial number in its own right, it falls short of the number

necessary to conduct a full-fledged factor analysis based on sample size estimates like the

STY ratio (Bryant and Yarnold, 1995) and the Rule of 100 (Hatcher, 1994), which state,

respectively, that the number of subjects to variables should be no lower than five, or that

the number of subjects should be the larger of five times the number of variables, or 100.

In this study, a total of74 variables were evaluated, so there should have been at least

370 samples included in the data analysis if the STY ratio were adhered to. Moreover,

since it appears that only about 10% oftest takers gain exemption (9 out of 98), a sample

size of at least 300 would be necessary in order to develop a critical mass at each

placement level (i.e., n > 30) for the ensuing group mean comparisons.
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The other key limitation of this study is the limited satisfaction of all of the

conditions necessary for factor analysis and multiple regression. As explained, many of

the assumptions were addressed and satisfied; however, it is unlikely that every condition

was sufficiently satisfied. As a result, the findings of this study must be interpreted

cautiously until further examination of each condition can be conducted and further

satisfied, if necessary.

5.3. Future Research

Even if some of the findings of this thesis can be called into question due to the

limitations of the study, it seems reasonable to conclude that the ELI's current writing

assessment process is in need of improvement. While this study hopefully lays the

foundation for accomplishing just that, further examination of the entire placement

process needs to be conducted to determine whether the placement tests themselves are

the best means of eliciting a representative writing sample from each test taker.

Aside from the assessment process, two other issues need to be investigated: I)

whether the curricula being taught in ELI writing courses reflect the ways in which

placements are being determined; and 2) whether the placements are valid in the sense

that they correspond to the international student body's need for academic writing

support. Since it has been demonstrated that ESL readers rate placement tests differently

than other groups of readers, this is a legitimate concern. Then again, since it is

unrealistic to expect ESL readers to be content experts in the test takers' chosen fields of

study, this simply may be an unavoidable limitation of writing placement tests in general.
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Appendix A. Participant Data by Native Language

Holistic
Category Scores Analytic Scores Total Words
Native Lge N 73 83 EX Range Median Mean Range Median Mean
Chinese 18 5 10 3 58 84 65.7 67.8 196 531 316.0 325.6
Indonesian 14 5 8 1 57 80 68.3 68.0 184 490 358.0 368.8
Japanese 27 13 12 2 53 81 63.3 64.5 201 666 267.0 308.1
Korean 7 5 1 1 54 70 63.3 62.4 175 295 271.0 250.3
Lao 1 0 1 0 58 58 58.0 58.0 269 269 269.0 269.0
Malinke 1 1 0 0 64 64 64.0 64.0 332 332 332.0 332.0
Persian 1 1 0 0 60 60 60.0 60.0 225 225 225.0 225.0
S. Asian 5 3 2 0 63 70 64.3 64.7 277 557 343.0 384.0
Thai 6 4 2 0 60 67 63.3 . 63.7 201 376 271.0 286.0
Turkish 1 0 1 0 74 74 74.0 74.0 251 251 251.0 251.0
Vietnamese 10 2 7 1 56 86 62.8 67.2 188 454 332.0 322.0
European 7 0 6 1 64 75 72.3 71.9 284 573 334.0 371.4
Total 98 39 50 9 53 86 64.8 66.0 175 666 305.5 322.9
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Appendix B. Participant Data by Gender

Holistic
Cate2or; Scores Analytic Scores Words
Gender N 73 83 EX Ran2e Median Mean Ran2e Median Mean
Female 51 22 24 5 54 86 64.3 66.6 175 666 295.0 326.2
Male 47 17 26 4 53 80 65.0 65.2 188 573 313.0 319.4
Total 98 39 50 9 53 86 64.8 66.0 175 666 305.5 322.9
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Appendix C. Participant Data by Test Form and Prompt Choice

Category Holistic Scores Analytic Scores Words
Test Form N 73 83 EX Range Median Mean Range Median Mean

Al 32 13 16 3 58 81 65.2 66.3 201 557 311.5 333.4
A2 17 8 8 1 54 86 62.3 65.2 175 457 295.0 301.7
Bl 5 4 0 1 53 83 65.3 66.1 201 531 350.0 368.4
B2 20 8 10 2 57 80 65.2 66.4 196 490 282.5 295.5
Cl 5 0 4 1 57 84 65.3 68.0 204 388 276.0 294.2
C2 5 2 3 0 61 80 65.0 66.7 242 372 305.0 311.2
Dl 1 0 1 0 56 56 56.0 56.0 188 188 188.0 188.0
El 2 1 1 0 55 69 62.0 62.0 267 421 344.0 344.0
E2 1 1 0 0 57 57 57.0 57.0 184 184 184.0 184.0
HI 5 1 3 1 61 75 65.7 66.9 240 666 320.0 404.0
H2 5 1 4 0 60 72 66.7 66.3 294 573 375.0 398.0

Total 98 39 50 9 53 86 64.8 66.0 175 666 305.5 322.9
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Appendix D. Example Placement Test Cover Sheet

Name...;..--:"'-'-- -.- _ FORME Question # -----:..

ID # .-----__r.....--'-----------
.(lastl (first)

Date.~_'__..,_..__,_-~_+_--~-

l1ndergraduate__ Graduate__. Native language.__""'........,--~_........_ __.;__,.._.-

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI'!
ENGLISH IANGUA~E INSTITUTE

.WRITING SAMPLE
DIRECTIONS
1. You have 45 minutes to wtite a composition on ·oneof the' questions below.

2. Choose only ONE question to answer. The examples 'are ,provided as gUidelinets;
you can choose one of them or any other topic that you think is relevant to the
question.

3. Write only on the paper in this booklet. If you need more paper, please raise
your hand and ask any instructor.

4. You can write some notes for yourself in order to plan your answer., And ifyou
write any parts that you do not want someone to read, simply draw an X or a
line through them.

5. Be sure to explain your point of view clearly, and support your views· with
specific reasons or eXaIIlples that are based on your own experience, your
observations, or your reading.

QUESTIONS

1. People of the world are concerned about political issues. Write about a
political issue that you think is important and explain why. For example,you
might consider political reforms, censorship, the outbreak of wars, or the role
of the United Nations.
Choose only ONE political issue to discuss in your answer.

2. Write about a cultural change that is taking place in your country. Explain how
this change has affected your society already and what you expect for the future.
For example, you might consider the roles of men and women, older and
younger generations, or national identily.
Choose only ONE cultural change to discuss in your answer.

YOU MAY BEGfN WRlTfNG WHENEVER YOU ARE READY
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Appendix E. Sample Essay Parsed by T-unit

Turkey is experiencing an important cultural change in the area of the societal roles of men and

women.

Turkish women started to take her part in the professional life.

This change has improved the society in many ways;

however some disadvantages have been experienced.

Traditional believes were in the way that women should work either as a teacher or a nurse,

but most ofthe time women had to be a homemaker.

For example, my mother was grown up in a village

and she did not have the opportunity to go to school after the elementary school.

Most women were not allowed to follow a higher education.

This situation has changed a lotfor the lastfifty years,

and women today are going to school,

and they are taking high skilledjobs.

Since women take her partin the life, that they are now working, they are more respected then

ever.

They feel more confident about themselves,

and they have the opportunity to feel that accomplishment after some contribution to the human

power.

On the other hand, there are some inconveniences experienced along this change.

Kids were used to grow with their mother presence the whole time.

But now, they need to go to day cares, since their mother a working.

This is influencing the psychological development of the kids, in bad way.

The kids develop better personality in the presence of a mother who is taking care of the kid

whole the time.

In the future, It is expected improves ...
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Appendix F. Sample Essay Parsed by Clause

Finite Nonfinite Infinitval
A A A A A A V I

N j v N j v N j v P C
Turkey is experiencing an important cultural change
in the area of

the societal roles of men and women.
Turkish women started
to take her part in the professional life.
This change has improved the society in many ways;
however some disadvantages have been
experienced.
Traditional believes were in the way
that women should work either as a teacher or a
nurse,
but most of the time women had to be a homemaker.
For example, my mother was grown up in a village
and she did not have the opportunity
to go to school after the elementary school.
Most women were not allowed
to follow a higher education.
This situation has changed a lot for the last fifty
years,
and women today are going to school,
and they are taking high skilled jobs.
Since women take her part in the life,
that they are now working,
they are more respected then ever.
They feel more confident about themselves,
and they have the opportunity
to feel that accomplishment after some contribution
to the human power.
On the other hand, there are some inconveniences
experienced along this change.
Kids were used
to grow with their mother presence the whole time.
But now, they need
to go to day cares,
since their mother a working.
This is influencing the psychological development
of the kids, in bad way.
The kids develop better personality in the presence
ofa mother
who is taking care of the kid whole the time.
In the future, It is expected improves ...
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Appendix G. Sample Essay with Error Analysis Grid

Se Cn Ar MS Pr Le So Pu

Turkey is experiencing an important cultural change in the area of

the societal roles of men and women.

Turkish women started

to take her part in the professional life.

This change has improved the society in many ways;

however some disadvantages have been experienced.

Traditional believes were in the way

that women should work either as a teacher or a nurse,

but most of the time women had to be a homemaker.

For example, my mother was grown up in a village

and she did not have the opportunity

to go to school after the elementary school.

Most women were, not allowed

to follow a higher education.

This situation has changed a lot for the last fifty years,

and women today are going to school,
and they are taking high skilled jobs.

Since women take her part in the life,
that they are now working,

they are more respected then ever.

They feel more confident about themselves,

and they have the opportunity
to feel that accomplishment after some contribution to the human
power.

On the other hand, there are some inconveniences

experienced along this change.

Kids were used

to grow with their mother presence the whole time.
But now, they need

to go to day cares,

since their mother a working.
This is influencing the psychological development of the kids, in
bad way.

The kids develop better personality in the presence of a mother

who is taking care of the kid whole the time.

In the future, It is expected improves ...
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Appendix H. Linguistic Variables Analyzed in this Study

# Accuracy Explanation of Variable

1 EFC total error free clauses

2 EFC/TU error-free clauses per t-unit

3 EFC/C error-free clauses per clause

4 EFC/W error-free clauses per word

5 E/TU errors per t-unit

6 E/C errors per clause

7 E/W errors per word

8 E-/TU errors (less mechanical errors) per t-unit

9 E-/C errors (less mechanical errors) per clause

10 E-/W errors (less mechanical errors) per word

11 Se/TU Semantic errors per t-unit

12 Se/C Semantic errors per clause

13 Se/W Semantic errors per word

14 MS+/TU morpho-syntactic errors (all) per t-unit

15 MS+/C morpho-syntactic errors (all) per clause

16 MS+/W morpho-syntactic errors (all) per word

17 MS-/TU morpho-syntactic (less article, connector, and preposition) errors per t-unit

18 MS-/C morpho·syntactic (less article, connector, and preposition) errors per clause

19 MS-/W morpho-syntactic (less article, connector, and preposition) errors per word

20 Pr/TU preposition errors per t-unit

21 Pr/C preposition errors per clause

22 Pr/W preposition errors per word

23 LlTU lexical errors per t-unit

24 LlC lexical errors per clause

25 LlW lexical errors per word

# Lexis Explanation of Variable

26 WTIW word types per word

27 LW/W lexical words per word

28 LWT/W lexical word types per word

29 SW/W sophisticated words per word (lexical words less 200 most common)

30 SWT/W sophisticated word types per word (-200)

31 KW/W sophisticated words per word (less 1000 most common words)

32 KWT/W sophisticated words types per word (-1000+)

33 LWTILW lexical word types per lexical word

34 SW/LW sophisticated words (-200) per lexical word

35 SWT/LW sophisticated word types (-200) per lexical word

36 KWILW sophisticated word types per word (-1000+)

37 KWTILW sophisticated word types (-1000+) per lexical word

38 SWT/WT sophisticated word types (-200) per word type

39 KWT/WT sophisticated word types (-1000+) per word type
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Appendix H. Linguistic Variables Analyzed in this Study (continued)

40 SWT/LWT sophisticated word types (-200) per lexical word type

41 KWTILWT sophisticated word types (-1000+) per lexical word type

# Complexity Explanation of Variable

42 C/TU clauses per t-unit

43 DC/TU dependent clauses per t-unit

44 DC/C dependent clauses per clause

45 FN/C finite nominal clauses per clause

46 Faj/C finite adjectival clauses per clause

47 Fav/C finite adverbial clauses per clause

48 NN/C nonfinite nominal clauses per clause

49 Naj/C nonfinite adjectival clauses per clause

50 Nav/C nonfinite adverbial clauses per clause

51 IN/C infmitival nominal clauses per clause

52 laj/C infinitival adjectival clauses per clause

53 lav/C infmitival adverbial clauses per clause

54 FC/C finite clauses (all) per clause

55 NC-/C nonfinite clauses (all but infinitivals) per clause

56 NC+/C nonfinite clauses (all) per clause

57 InfC/C infinitival clauses per clause

58 FN/TU finite nominal clauses per t-unit

59 Faj/TU finite adjectival clauses per t-unit

60 Fav/TU finite adverbial clauses per t-unit

61 NN/TU nonfinite nominal clauses per t-unit

62 Naj/TU nonfinite adjectival clauses per t-unit

63 Nav/TU nonfinite adverbial clauses per t-unit

64 IN/TU infinitival nominal clauses per t-unit

65 lai/TU infinitival adjectival clauses per t-unit

66 lav/TU infinitival adverbial clauses per t-unit

67 FCITU finite clauses (all) per t-unit

68 NC-/TU nonfinite clauses (all but infinitivals) per t-unit

69 NC+/TU nonfinite clauses (all) per t-unit

70 InfC/TU infmitival clauses per t-unit

# Fluencv Explanation of Variable

71 W/M words per minute

72 W/S words per sentence

73 W/TU words per t-unit

74 W/C words per clause
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Appendix 1. Participant Test Scores (Holistic Sort)

P# Sex H A

24 F 93 85

40 F 93 84

48 F 93 83

35 M 93 80

13 M 93 75

96 F 93 75

54 M 93 72

17 M 93 70

9 F 93 66

23 F 83 86

64 F 83 81

36 F 83 80

60 F 83 78

41 F 83 76

29 F 83 75

75 F 83 74

16 M 83 74

1 F 83 74

69 M 83 73

2 M 83 73

94 M 83 72

68 M 83 72

58 M 83 71

26 M 83 70
4 M 83 70

81 F 83 70

79 M 83 69

92 M 83 69

21 F 83 69

32 M 83 69

85 M 83 69

46 M 83 68

25 F 83 67

P# Sex H A

8 F 83 67

98 F 83 67

43 M 83 66

6 F· 83 66

55 M 83 66

100 F 83 66

22 M 83 65

38 M 83 65

44 M 83 65

10 F 83 65

95 M 83 65

51 M 83 63
76 F. 83 63

65 M 83 62

84 F 83 62

11 F 83 62

88 M 83 62

78 M 83 61

82 F 83 61

97 F 83 61

91 M 83 60

42 F 83 58

83 M 83 58

53 F 83 57

39 F 83 57

34 M 83 56

56 F 73 69

93 M 73 69

20 F 73 68

89 F 73 67

27 F 73 67

50 M 73 65

12 M 73 65
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P# Sex H A

49 M 73 65

3 M 73 64

5 F 73 64

28 F 73 64

99 F 73 64

70 M 73 63

73 F 73 63

87 F 73 63

90 F 73 63

59 M 73 63

63 F 73 63

86 M 73 62
45 F 73 61

37 M 73 61

66 F 73 61

62 F 73 61

67 F 73 61

71 F 73 61

61 M 73 60

14 F 73 60

47 M 73 60

77 F 73 59
19 M 73 59

57 F 73 58

80 M 73 58

33 F 73 57

15 M 73 57

52 M 73 57

72 M 73 56

31 F 73 55

74 F 73 54

7 M 73 53



Appendix 1. SPSS Table of Exploratory Factor Analysis

Total Variance Explained
Initial Eigenvalues Rotated Loadings

Comp Total Var (%) Cum(%) Total Var (%) Cum(%)
1 17.942 21.88 21.88 16.464 20.078 20.078
2 12.016 14.654 36.534 9.857 12.021 32.099
3 8.871 10.819 47.353 8.87 10.817 42.916
4 7.113 8.675 56.027 6.976 8.508 51.424
5 4.683 5.711 61.738 6.973 8.504 59.928
6 4.64 5.659 67.397 6.125 7.469 67.397
7 2.975 3.628 71.024
8 2.812 3.429 74.454
9 2.605 3.177 77.631
10 2.399 2.926 80.557
11 2.153 2.625 83.182
12 1.809 2.206 85.388
13 1.605 1.957 87.345
14 1.536 1.873 89.218
15 1.403 1.711 90.929
16 1.137 1.386 92.316
17 1.039 1.267 93.583
18 0.96 1.171 94.754
19 0.753 0.919 95.673
20 0.589 0.718 96.391
21 0.536 0.653 97.044
22 0.438 0.534 97.578
23 0.43 0.525 98.103
24 0.327 0.399 98.502
25 0.201 0.245 98.746
26 0.181 0.22 98.967
27 0.155 0.189 99.156
28 8.44E-02 0.103 99.258
29 7.6lE-02 9.28E-02 99.351
30 6.96E-02 8.48E-02 99.436
31 5.99E-02 7.3lE-02 99.509
32 4.57E-02 5.57E-02 99.565
33 4.47E-02 5.45E-02 99.619
34 4.14E-02 5.04E-02 99.67
35 3.24E-02 3.95E-02 99.709
36 2.69E-02 3.28E-02 99.742
37 2.56E-02 3.12E-02 99.773
38 2.3lE-02 2.82E-02 99.802
39 1.88E-02 2.29E-02 99.824
40 1.64E-02 2.00E-02 99.844
41 1.40E-02 1.70E-02 99.861
42 1.20E-02 1.47E-02 99.876
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Appendix 1. SPSS Table ofExploratory Factor Analysis (continued)

43 1.18E-02 1.44E-02 99.89
44 9.83E-03 1.20E-02 99.902
45 9.15E-03 1.12E-02 99.914
46 8.48E-03 1.03E-02 99.924
47 7.77E-03 9.47E-03 99.933
48 6.44E-03 7.85E-03 99.941
49 5.26E-03 6.42E-03 99.948
50 5.03E-03 6.13E-03 99.954
51 4.55E-03 5.55E-03 99.959
52 3.98E-03 4.85E-03 99.964
53 3.78E-03 4.61E-03 99.969
54 2.96E-03 3.61E-03 99.972
55 2.73E-03 3.33E-03 99.976
56 2.30E-03 2.80E-03 99.979
57 2.21E-03 2.69E-03 99.981
58 1.98E-03 2.41E~03 99.984
59 1.66E-03 2.02E-03 99.986
60 1.48E-03 1.80E-03 99.988
61 1.38E-03 1.68E-03 99.98<]
62 1.27E-03 1.55E-03 99.991
63 1.17E-03 1.43E-03 99.992
64 1.02E-03 1.24E-03 99.993
65 8.90E-04 1.09E-03 99.994
66 7.50E-04 9.15E-04 99.995
67 6.32E-04 7;71E-04 99.996
68 5.93E-04 7.23E-04 99.997
69 4.52E-04 5.51E-04 99.997
70 4.20E-04 5.13E-04 99.998
71 4.02E-04 4.90E-04 99.998
72 2.92E-04 3.56E-04 99.999
73 2.13E-04 2.60E-04 99.999
74 2.04E-04 2.49E-04 99.999
75 1.58E-04 1.93E-04 100

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis.
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Appendix K. Complete Rotated Component Matrix

Rotated Component Matrix

Component

1 2 3 4 5 6
E-/C 0.963

E-ITU 0.96

E/TU 0.949

MS+/C 0.931

MS+/TU 0.924

E/C 0.909

E-IW 0.908

MS-/C 0.894

EIW 0.894

MS-ITU 0.888

MS+IW 0.882

EFCIC -0.84

MS-IW 0.826

EFCIW -0.826

EFC/TU -0.789 0.336

PRiC 0.718

PRITU 0.711 0.347
EFC -0.698 0.484

PRIW 0.668

SE/C 0.561

LITU 0.533 -0.411

L/C 0.519 -0.366

SE/TU 0.512 0.354
SEIW 0.483

LIW 0.439 -0.435

KWT/LW 0.884

KWTIW 0.879

SWT/LW 0.877

SWTIW 0.854

KWTILWT 0.745

KWILW 0.728

KWIW 0.713

SWILW 0.707

SWT/WT 0.694 0.564

SWT/LWT 0.692 0.518

SWIW 0.688 -0.324
KWTF 0.649 0.624
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Appendix K. Complete Rotated Component Matrix (continued)

W/C 0.423 -0.306
IN/C -0.316
W/M 0.935
LWF 0.932
SWF 0.92
SWTF 0.424 0.78
LWTF 0.771
WTIW 0.451 -0.752
KWF 0.508 0.713
WTF 0.648
LWTIW 0.54 -0.645
LWTILW 0.596 -0.617
NC-/TU 0.902
NC-C 0.894
NN/TU 0.725
NN/C i 0.714
NAJ/TU 0.572
W/TU 0.336 0.56 0.507
W/S 0.536 0.518
NAJ/C 0.513
FAJ/TU 0.478 0.433
FAJ/C 0.308 0.433 0.311
NAV/TU 0.328
LWIW -0.31
NAV/C
KWTIWT
INFC/C 0.927
INFC/TU 0.927
IAJ/TU 0.799
NC+/TU 0.552 0.776
NC+/C 0.564 0.77
IAJ/C 0.745
C/TU 0.416 0.582 0.482
IAV/TU 0.569
IAV/C 0.523
IN/TU -0311 0333 0.319
FC/TU 0.953
FC/C 0.881
DC/C 0.388 0.484 0.714,
FN/TU 0.654
DC/TU 0.426 0.574 0.614
FN/C -0.324 0.527
FAV/TU 0.511
FAV/C 0.371
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